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Abstract 
 
Among a wide range of nanomaterials, a single-layer of carbon – graphene – received 
increasing attention due to its properties, initially driven towards electronic applications  
such as transparent and conductive films. Additional applications were found in sensing, 
biomedicine and other fields. However, the current production methods are time and resource 
consuming and also lack of a strategy to integrate these films into devices. Furthermore,  
these methods struggle to deliver designed nanostructures that could improve the graphene 
films properties like surface area and reactivity. 
This thesis aims to use a plasma-enhanced technique to produce different graphene-based 
designed nanostructures in a quick and resource efficient manner and finally explore the 
potential of these graphene-based nanostructures for biological applications. Topographical 
cues were used to induce specific cell response for tissue engineering and improved 
morphological features were designed to increase biosensing sensitivity and specificity. 
The first stage consisted in controlling the production of graphene-based nanostructures  
using the plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) system and understanding 
the transfer processes enabled by it, termed chemical-free transfer for it uses only water  
to separate the graphene films from the copper catalyst. A range of the growth parameters 
was investigated (e.g. gases concentration) and linked with the produced nanostructures 
properties, such as morphology and composition. These results were obtained using Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Raman Spectroscopy. For example, the use of a lower flow 
of hydrogen during the growth process controlled the relative concentration of methane and 
was correlated with the increase of vertical graphene nanostructures instead of horizontal 
structures. Furthermore, a logistic regression algorithm was used to identify which variable  
of the growth process plays the major role in the chemical-free transfer and its occurrence.  
In summary, these experiments were used to study the growth and transfers processes to optimize  
the morphology and assembly of the nanostructure for the selected biological applications. 
In the second stage, the ability of graphene-based nanostructures to induce specific cell 
response was investigated. The biocompatibility of a range of graphene morphologies was 
tested initially with fibroblast cells, and it was found that all samples were able to support 
levels of cell viability at or above the 70% threshold. The cell proliferation was correlated  
to the density of nanostructures, which were analysed using SEM and Raman spectroscopy. 
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While the density of horizontal flakes had no influence on cell viability, the higher density of 
vertical graphene sheets yielded higher levels of cell viability. The interaction with bone-like 
cells was further investigated for a selection of these nanostructured surfaces. Proliferation 
assays showed the ability of the graphene surfaces to support bone-cells adhesion and growth. 
On a long-term assay, the interaction of cells with nanostructures demonstrated improvement 
on mineral-bone deposition that indicates the capability of these graphene-based 
nanostructures to induce cell differentiation via morphological cues. 
The graphene nanostructures were also used for biosensing. The selection among the different  
morphologies was made based on the optimization of biomarkers sensing by using morphology 
 to provide extras binding sites for the sensing probes. Two graphene morphologies were 
produced using PECVD and assembled into electrodes via the chemical-free transfer method, 
graphene oriented horizontally and vertically. Each nanostructure was analysed using SEM 
and Raman spectroscopy, for morphology and composition, respectively. The electrochemical  
sensing shows that both nanostructures perform highly selective measurements (single-base 
miRNA mismatch) with a low limit of detection, down to a picomolar concentration in a 
complex biological environment. The vertically-aligned nanostructures were able to lower  
the limit of detection by the addition of structural binding point and improved 
electrochemical reaction. 
The outcomes of this work suggest that designed nanostructures based on graphene building 
blocks produced by plasma techniques are a feasible solution for the present challenges, 
improving the integration and capability of graphene-based materials in biological applications. 
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Materials science and the science of the small 
 
Material science is a multidisciplinary field that comprises diverse areas of study including 
physics, chemistry and engineering that, together, devote efforts to the understanding of the 
matter. Either studying the properties of well-known materials or developing new materials 
for specific applications, extraordinary discoveries in the materials science field have been 
shaping society throughout history and, during the last decades, have been re-shaping itself. 
The development of new functional materials has changed since the rise of our capability to 
see, measure and manipulate minimal amounts of matter. Starting in 1931, when the 
application of quantum physics principles – the existence of particles’ wavelengths – leads 
Ruska to the design of the first electron microscope, and we were then able to cross the 
optical instruments’ limitations and reach the nanoscale. [1] In a couple of years, these tools 
were already able to resolve the existence of nanomaterials, which by definition are materials 
with at least one dimension smaller than 100 nm (< 10-7 m). The development of this 
technology may have started the field of nanomaterial science. 
Once able to image at the nanoscale, the presence of well-organized nanomaterials in natural 
structures got scientists mesmerized by the effects they generate on the macro scale. The 
greatest examples are the ultra-adhesive gecko feet, the hydrophobic lotus leaf, and the super-
resistant spider silk. These nanostructures alone opened diverse fields of study to explore new 
nanomaterials that can mimic (and even surpass) natural material in their functionality. 
Nevertheless, the fabrication and manipulations techniques for such structures were yet to be 
invented. 
These advances in the manipulation at the nanoscale were predicted in 1959 in Feynman’s 
famous speech “There is plenty of room at the bottom,” about nanomachines and the limits of 
the miniaturization. [2] In his talk he provokes future scientists by saying “In the year 2000, 
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when they look back at this age, they will wonder why it was not until the year 1960 that 
anybody began seriously to move in this direction.” 
Some of his propositions such as measurement and manipulation of single atoms, 
materialized about twenty years later by the IBM’s tunneling microscope, although 
Feynman’s greatest contribution may lay on a statement of one of his first paragraphs about 
nanoscience: “… it is more like solid-state physics (…) that might tell us much of a great 
interest about the strange phenomena that occur in complex situations.” [2-4] In other words, 
there are plenty of different effects arising from our approach to the world of small things, 
where quantum physics rules prevail over conventional mechanics and from the few surface 
atoms of the nanomaterial may arise properties once silenced by the collectiveness of atoms 
in bulk materials. 
Richard Feynman closes the same paragraph saying that the “most important is that it new 
phenomena would have an enormous number of technical applications.” Selected examples 
include drug delivery systems, diagnostic, and treatment of cancer, cell fate control platforms, 
dry vaccines, highly sensitive sensors, efficient solar panels, supercapacitors and batteries, 
hydrogen production and storage, water desalination and other applications. Feynman was 
humble when using “enormous” instead of “infinite”. One need to pay little attention to 
realise all advances towards solving the big issues in medicine, energy, water that involve the 
use of nanomaterials and the fundamental effects of the reduced scale. [5] 
In 2004, nanomaterials science – the field of studies in which this thesis belongs – was again 
sparked by the first isolation of an atomically thin material: graphene. “Fascination with this 
material stems from its remarkable physical properties and the potential applications these 
properties offer for the future. Although scientists knew one atom thick, two-dimensional 
crystal graphene existed, no-one had worked out how to extract it from graphite.” This 
fragment is a reproduction from Manchester University website, where the Nobel Prize 
laureates Novoselov and Greim cleaved graphene from graphite using the Scotch tape 
technique. [6] 
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1.2 Graphene and its properties 
 
Graphene is a carbon allotrope, along with graphite, diamond, carbon nanotubes (CNT) and 
fullerenes. It is the thinnest material ever made, consisting of carbon atoms organized in a 
honeycomb (hexagonal) lattice and can be visualized as the layers of the graphite structure or 
a CNT if unzipped and unrolled along its longest dimension. [6] More importantly, it 
possesses extraordinary properties owing to its dimensions and the prevalence of quantum 
effects. This exquisite material has been studied since the 1947 and theorised that its 
properties would surpass any other known material; [7] therefore, it was not surprising that 
when a production strategy was developed it attracted enormous attention from all scientific 
community and sectors of industry. 
Due its minute dimensions, graphene is ultra-light and absorbs only a few percent of incident 
light – enough to be visible but transparent. Being thin also permits this material to be 
flexible and to maximize surface to volume ratio. Although one atom thick, graphene lattice 
provides a perfect barrier, strong planar carbon-carbon bonds and excellent electrical and 
thermal conductivity. [8,9]  
When transcribed in physical values, graphene can be as thick as one atom of carbon: 0.1 nm, 
which gives its optical properties, and as light as 0.77 mg per square metre. [10,11] The 
distance between the carbon atoms in graphene lattice is 0.345 nm, providing a breaking 
strength of 42 N/m that is theoretically 100 times stronger than steel. [12,11] As stressed by 
the Nobel Prize scientific background for graphene in 2010: “It should thus be possible to 
make and almost invisible hammock out of graphene that could hold a cat (… and) would 
weight one of the cat’s whiskers.” [11] Furthermore, its unique lattice is filled with light 
atoms that promote a very high sound velocity. As thermal conductivity of graphene mostly 
relies on phonons’ dispersion relation, graphene’s thermal conductivity can overcome copper 
by ten-fold, while the phonons in graphene achieve ~5000 W/m.K and copper only 401 
W/mK. [11,13]  
Another remarkable property of graphene is its semi-metal nature with a zero-gap, which 
means that its conduction and valence bands meet at the Dirac points. This property arises 
once more from the planar sp2 structure: one electron is free to move out of plane (pi-orbital) 
for each carbon atom because all carbon atoms in graphene are only connected to 3 other 
carbon atoms. [9,14] In other words, the Fermi surface of graphene is represented by double 
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cones that connect on their vertices, the Dirac points. When pristine, the Fermi level crosses 
with the Dirac points and graphene would have low conductivity; however, when doped or an 
electric field is applied the Fermi levels are modified and, charge carriers enter a massless 
regime, making graphene highly conductive (charge mobility of 2x106 cm2/V.s). [6,11] 
 
1.2.1 Graphene applications 
 
All these properties make graphene a unique and exciting material for several different 
applications. [15,16] Initially, the ballistic transport and very high charge mobility attracted 
its attention for high-frequency applications, field-effect transistor, and sensors. [17-19] As 
being transparent and flexible, graphene could also be applied to touch-screens and solar cell 
electrodes instead of thin films like Indium-Tin-Oxide. [11,20,21] Like its relatives carbon-
based materials, graphene’s electronic and mechanical properties can provide conductivity 
and structural strength to rigid non-conductive materials, such as concrete and polymers. [22-
24] 
While the first burst of graphene applications focussed on electronics, further studies on 
graphene optical properties and the development of new graphene forms supported its use in 
an increasingly wide range of bio-applications. Owing to its fluorescence, graphene quantum 
dots and graphene nanoplatelets, for example, are employed to image biological systems. [25-
26] The same material, along with other nanoparticles, also makes substantial progress in the 
areas of drug delivery and anti-cancer therapies. [26-28]  
Other bio-applications that use graphene include anti-bacterial surfaces and protection layer, 
between metals and biological environment. [29-32] Furthermore, owing to its chemical 
composition and easy functionalization, this 2D material has been actively studied for cell-
growth platforms. [26,27,33-35] These substrates allow, among other applications, the 
investigation of early stages of development of cells and/or diseases, the testing of new drugs 
and scaffolds in tissue engineering. For example, graphene surfaces were shown to promote 
growth and proliferation of human mesenchymal stem cells on a range of graphene-coated 
substrates and to enhance the differentiation of human neural stem cells. [36-37] 
Consequently, the exploration of novel graphene nanostructures that offer morphological 
cues for cell fate control is of great interest. 
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In addition to all mentioned applications, graphene has also been extensively applied for 
biosensing. Graphene sensors are well-known since the first graphene production when 
researchers substituted CNT for the more sensitive atom-thin material. [8,38,39] Sensing 
using graphene films as an electrochemical electrode relies on the change of the surface 
resistivity of the electrode when exposed to different molecules. For example, graphene has 
shown a better sensing performance of dopamine than CNTs, namely by offering higher 
sensitivity and selectivity among ascorbic acid and serotonin. [40-42] 
Detection of other biomarkers that indicate cell activity such as uric acid, ascorbic acid, 
dopamine, hydrogen peroxide was also more effective using graphene then other carbon 
allotropes. [40,43] It has also been demonstrated that graphene’s performance is related to the 
high density of edges and defects sites. [44] Therefore, the development of new 
nanostructures of graphene that utilizes the defects and edges is of great interest for highly 
selective and sensitive biosensors. 
 
1.2.2 Graphene production 
 
The Scotch tape technique invented in 2004 opened the possibility to the development of new 
class of 2D materials, previously believed to be impossible to produce due physical 
instability. (Figure 1 A) This method also provided high-quality single-layer graphene flakes 
(up to 1 mm long) and allowed the experimental confirmation of most predictions related to 
two-dimensional graphite layers, such as the ballistic charge transport. [6,14] Furthermore, it 
sparked interest in graphene films for numerous applications (e.g. flexible transparent 
electronics). The need of new scalable production techniques has also become apparent. 
Few years later, a sensible strategy to grow graphene was introduced. This strategy is based 
on the use of silicon carbide (SiC), where carbon was already present in the material to grow 
ultra-thin carbon films. [45-47] (Figure 1 B) However, the use of gas precursors showed more 
reliable and easier control of graphene growth with the Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) 
technique, where no ultra-high vacuum is required. (Figure 1 C) Few modifications were 
needed to achieve graphene growth via CVD, namely, higher temperatures to dissociated 
carbohydrates precursors (e.g. methane) and a specific metal substrate, which also served as 
the catalyst to the growth process. 
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Figure 1. Methods for graphene production and transfer. A) Scotch-tape method. B) Growth from 
silicon carbide. C) Chemical Vapour Deposition. 
Initially, nickel was used owing to the high solubility of carbon atoms. However, copper 
substrates showed more control over the number of graphene layers and surface area. Single-
layer graphene was achieved by heating a thick copper foil over 1000ºC in a controlled 
vacuum environment with hydrogen flow, subsequently filled with methane. [48] This 
method made it possible to grow monolayer graphene for any deposition time, which shows 
that the process relies on surface interaction and is self-limiting. In this technique, the domain 
size depends on the temperature, methane flow, and pressure. [49] For application purposes, 
graphene needed to be removed from copper. That was achieved by adding a support layer of 
polymer and chemically etching the copper foil away. The same process could be reversed to 
transfer the graphene film onto the final substrate, at this stage, by dissolving the polymer. 
[50] 
The CVD technique is commonly used owing to its reproducibility. However, it requires a 
long time and is resource consuming. Although many groups investigate the reduction costs 
of CVD by lowering the growth temperature and using other carbon precursors, these 
techniques still involve long processing time and high temperatures, which remains a 
challenge for such technology to be feasible. [51,52] 
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Other techniques, this time following a chemical route, were also developed to produce 
graphene. Most of them consist in oxidising graphite into graphite oxide, followed by 
exfoliation by sonication in water to produce graphene oxide (GO). [53,54] The GO is then 
chemically reduced into graphene nanoplatelets using several solvents or via thermal 
treatment. [55,56] For example, the most commonly used method to make these GO solutions 
is known as Hummers method. [57] It starts with graphite being treated for several hours in 
an anhydrous solution (sulfuric acid, sodium nitrate, potassium permanganate) and then water 
is added. This treatment requires precise temperature control and ends up producing GO 
hydrate, which can be converted into graphene. In all cases, GO solutions have to be spread 
onto the desired substrate via spin coating and then treated chemically or thermally to 
produce graphene nanoplatelet films. Furthermore, plasma techniques have also been 
developed for GO production, by introducing oxygen atoms into the lattices of graphite. It 
has been shown to produce GO similar to the other methods without the needs for acidic 
treatments, temperature control or long producing time. [58,59] 
These chemical methods represent a good alternative for producing graphene films. 
Nonetheless, they are highly time-consuming and involve harsh chemicals. [51] These 
methods also require additional chemical binders to avoid agglomeration of graphene sheets, 
which leads to poor electrical conductivity and limits graphene applications in sensing 
devices. [60] Moreover, producing graphene quickly and in a resource efficient manner 
remains a challenge. 
 
 
1.3 Plasma-enhanced CVD 
 
As discussed in the case of wet chemistry methods for graphene production, one way of 
improving current techniques is to substitute the reaction process for a more efficient one. In 
the given example, low-temperature plasma was used to oxidise graphite because it can 
deliver oxygen atoms in a controllable fashion with high energy on the surface and inner 
planes of graphite without needing of harsh chemical solutions. [61,62] Following the same 
reasoning, the heating process used in conventional CVD system to dissociate the precursor 
gas could be substituted for a more accurate plasma process to generate the desired building 
blocks to grow graphene. 
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The principal property of plasma-based processes is the ability to deliver these species to the 
desired substrate with controllable energy, thus enabling nanoscale self-assembly and 
potentially deterministic fabrication of nanomaterials. [63-66] Furthermore, these processes 
require no external heating and are usually faster than many other conventional material 
production methods. [62]  
The plasma-enhanced CVD system used in this thesis will be described in Chapter 2. Briefly, 
the thermal heating utilised in conventional CVD is substituted by radio frequency (RF) 
plasmas which contain the necessary elements for graphene growth, namely the carbon 
source and inert carrier gas. The plasma is capable of breaking the molecules of the carbon 
source and deliver the fragments produced to the metal surface that serves as a substrate and 
catalyst for graphene growth. Therefore, the PECVD system is a low-temperature process, 
environmentally friendly and resource efficient as it requires no external heating, no harsh 
chemical and uses minute resources for shorter periods of time. 
 
1.3.1 Plasma-enabled chemical-free transfer 
 
There is a great concern on the integration of graphene films into their application platforms 
(e.g. electronics, sensing) due to currently used transfer methods. As mentioned above, 
graphene films produced via CVD are coated with polymers and have their initial metal 
support chemically etched away. This process not only involves strong acids that can damage 
the graphene film or remains as contamination but also can be complex and non-reproducible. 
There have been efforts to improve this integration by utilizing either dry transfer techniques 
or improved reactive chemical etching. [67,68] However, these approaches involve even 
more complex steps. 
In addition to the plasma production properties mentioned above, plasma-synthesized 
graphene can be transferred from the copper foil with the use of water. This single step 
process avoids the use of harsh chemicals for etching and maintains the graphene film 
properties during the transfer process. It also avoids the contamination of graphene films with 
polymer residues and strong acids, reducing the number of steps in the procedure. [61,62] 
Moreover, this unique plasma-enable process will be detailed and studied separately in 
chapter 4. 
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1.3.2 Plasma-enabled nanostructures 
 
Plasma processes have proven their value in nanomaterials fabrication by improving the 
process efficiency compared to other techniques. Owing to these plasma-based processes, 
self-assembled nanostructures emerge from the interaction between the building blocks – ions 
and charged molecules in the plasma – with the plasma-generated electric fields. These 
plasma-enable nanostructures may play a role in the development of new technologies or 
improvement of established technologies owing to new nanofeatures and related properties. 
This work offers new fabrication methods of graphene nanostructures based on the efficiency 
and versatility of plasmas. The nanofeatures of the materials used in this thesis were designed 
for specific applications in biotechnologies – cell tissue engineering and biosensing. The 
properties of these materials such as high surface area, reactivity, and morphology play a 
critical role in the selected applications. 
 
 
1.4 Thesis structure 
 
The thesis starts in this introductory chapter, which covers the graphene discovery, 
properties, main production and transfer methods as well as plasma-based techniques and 
their advantages over the conventional methods. 
The chosen technique of graphene production (PECVD, Figure 2 A) is described in the 
following chapter, along with a description of the custom-built system and graphene 
production procedures. The choice of the plasma technique is further explained and compared 
to the conventional CVD method based on the properties of graphene, versatility and transfer 
method. 
Chapter 3 introduces all the characterization techniques and procedures used in this work, 
from material characterization equipment, theory, and analysis procedure to biological 
assays. 
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Figure 2. Logic flow of the thesis. (A) The PECVD system. (B) The chemical-free transfer process. (C) 
Use of graphene-based nanostructures to control cell response. (D) Use of graphene-based 
nanostructures as biosensors. 
Chapter 4 explores the effects of the PECVD parameters on the production and transfer of 
nanostructured graphene films. (Figure 2 B) The effect of each parameter during graphene 
growth is related to the morphology and composition of the samples produced. The chemical-
free transfer is also investigated to identify the influence of the deposition variables. 
Chapter 5 focuses on the use of the designed graphene-based nanostructures to induce 
specific cellular responses. (Figure 2 C) The biocompatibility of different graphene 
morphologies is tested to explore the effects of the nanostructures on cell proliferation. 
Dedicated studies with bone-like cells are carried out to elucidate the effects of the selected 
graphene nanostructures on the growth, proliferation, and differentiation of the cells. 
The following chapter (6) extends the application of the graphene-based nanostructures into 
biosensors. (Figure 2 D) The existing technologies for biosensing as well as their drawbacks 
are briefly explained, and the choice of electrochemical sensing using graphene 
nanostructured films as electrodes is justified. Two main sample designs, production, 
characterization and assembly into electrodes are described. The electrochemical sensing 
measurements are presented where nucleic acids are sensitively and selectively captured and 
quantified among complex biological species. 
Finally, the Conclusion chapter contains the main results of this work and also the outlook for 
future research.  
A) B) C) 
D) 
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Chapter 2 
 
Plasma deposition system for 
graphene-based nanostructures 
 
This chapter introduces the customized PECVD system which was used to grow 
every sample in this thesis and compares this process with other graphene 
production methods (e.g. thermal CVD, chemical routes). The capabilities of the 
system and the unique samples, enabled by the plasma and the procedures for the 
samples fabrication are described. Furthermore, the unique plasma-enabled 
chemical-free transfer of graphene is discussed. 
 
 
2.1 Plasma for nanomaterials production 
 
Plasma-based synthesis and processing of nanomaterials is an interdisciplinary research field 
as it involves plasma physics, chemistry, and material science. Plasma-based systems are 
versatile and can be utilised in diverse applications where the process is controlled, for 
example, by the input power, plasma composition, and temperature. [5,69-72] The key 
feature of the plasma processes are the ability to produce ionized species (electrons, atoms, 
and radicals) and deliver these species to the desired substrate with controllable energy. This 
feature enables nanoscale self-assembly and deterministic fabrication of nanomaterials. 
[65,73-77]  
The applications of plasma processing, namely etching, deposition and surface modification, 
are the most common in literature, and these processes produce a plethora of nanomaterials 
such as nanoparticles, nanodots and various carbon allotropes (e.g. nanodiamond, nanotubes, 
nanocones, nanowalls, graphene). [65,76,78-84] Plasma techniques also provide the control 
over the properties of these nanomaterials (e.g., size, shape, and surface reactivity). [74,85-
88] 
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The control over the structural properties in the nanoscale is related to the plasma ability to 
generate and concentrate building blocks of matter. [69,85] Moreover, these components can 
be directly delivered to a substrate and grow a wide range of complex architectures discussed 
previously to fulfil the requirements of their applications. The plasma environment has 
specific features that help control the self-assembly of nanostructures into patterns and arrays 
(often termed “mask-less”). For these reasons, a plasma process was chosen to grow and 
process graphene-based nanostructures to enhance the control over their morphologies and 
properties. 
 
2.1.1 Customized PECVD system for graphene-based nanostructures 
 
Chemical vapour deposition is one of the most common processes of graphene production. It 
requires an environment with controlled pressure where gas precursors are heated and 
dissociated into atoms and radicals. These free atoms and radicals are the building blocks for 
a bottom-up self-assembly growth onto the desired substrate. In specific processes for 
graphene production, methane is dissociated onto copper or nickel foils, which are the 
common choice of substrate owing to their carbon dissolution ability. Although this process 
leads to good quality graphene films for microelectronic applications, it involves high 
temperatures and long deposition time. [48,62,89,90] This prevents graphene growth directly 
onto devices and consumes a significant amount of energy. 
Due to the discussed capabilities of the plasma-based processes, the plasma deposition 
system built in our laboratory combines the CVD system with an induction coil that can 
generate RF-plasma inside the growth chamber. (Figure 3 A) 
The plasma enhances the molecular dissociation process and generates a larger number of 
radical species compared to CVD techniques when operated in the same gas mixtures and 
temperature ranges. By this means, our plasma process of nanomaterials growth is faster, 
which leads to significant less energy and gas precursor consumption. The energy consumed 
in this process was estimated to be only 3% of conventional CVD processes and consumes 30 
times less feedstock materials. [62] Furthermore, the use of plasmas reduced the need for 
high temperatures involved in CVD process to dissociate the gas’ molecules, thus reducing 
the total energy consumption of the process. The differences between both processes are 
summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Comparison of methods for graphene growth and transfer, and respective films properties. 
Growth 
method 
Temperature 
(ºC) 
Duration 
(min)* 
Transfer 
method 
Sheet resistance 
(Ω/sq) 
Carrier 
mobility 
(cm2/V.s) 
 
CVD 1000 > 60 Acid --- 4050 [48] 
CVD 1000 > 60 Acids 280 3750 [91] 
CVD 900 – 1000 > 60 Acids 770 – 1100 100 – 2000 [90] 
PECVD 250 10 Water 800 3750 – 7350 [62] 
*Duration accounts for total process time  
 
Moreover, some nanostructures are uniquely fabricated using the PECVD technique. For 
example, this study uses vertically aligned graphene nanowalls, only possible so far in 
PECVD systems (Figure 3 B). [82,84,88,92] Also, the same system allows additional plasma 
treatments of surfaces including reactive ion and radical etching as well as functionalization 
with chemical radicals. 
  
B) 
200 nm 
A) 
Figure 3. (A) Photograph of the PECVD system. The photograph also shows (1) the substrate holder, 
(2) the gas injection tube and (3) the induction coil. (Inset) Oxygen plasma (B) Example of plasma-
produced nanostructures. 
1 
2 
3 
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2.1.2 Chemical-free transfer of graphene-based nanostructures 
 
The plasma technique used in this work also enables the transfer of the produced 
nanostructures from the copper foil (catalyst) to arbitrary substrates using water. The 
instantaneous process is depicted in Figure 4. When the copper foil is placed into distilled 
water, the graphene-based film decouples and due to its hydrophobic nature is left floating on 
the water surface. 
 
 
Figure 4. Chemical-free transfer process. Copper foil sinks and graphene film floats in distilled 
water. 
While the conventional methods for transferring the produced graphene rely on hazardous 
chemicals that completely destroy the catalyst, the method used in this work permits the 
copper foil to be re-used. Moreover, the conventional transfer process is time-consuming, and 
the chemicals used may still be present in the transferred film. 
The fact that no chemicals are used is critical for biomedical applications of graphene-based 
nanostructures because minimum contamination is expected due the cleanliness of the 
transfer process. 
The causes of this phenomenon are not completely understood. It is hypothesized that the 
plasma process parameters play important roles on this unique transfer phenomenon and ther 
influence is studied in Chapter 3. 
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2.2 Specifications and capabilities of the PECVD system 
 
The complete system is presented in Figure 5 and consists of a vacuum chamber pumped by a 
turbo-molecular pump KYKY 1200H, with the FD-11B digital controller and rotary pump 
backup. The substrate stays on the substrate holder while gases are injected and plasma is 
generated using the induction coil. The process parameters are specified below. 
 
 
Figure 5. Full components of the PECVD system. 
Plasma power source: the induction coil that generates the plasma is connected to a radio-
frequency (RF) power generator CESAR® from Advanced Energy that generates up to 1000 
Watt power at 13.56 MHz. A customized impedance matching unit maximizes the coupling 
between the RF power to the plasma load. Furthermore, the power regulates the gas 
temperature, molecular dissociation rate, and the plasma plume size. 
Substrate position: the position of the substrate holder along the Z axis is adjustable in order 
to access the region of the plasma plume in which the deposition takes place. It defines the 
gas temperature, which is higher in the centre than on the outside of the plume, and also the 
growth rate; 
Gas control system: five different gases (methane, argon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen) 
are available and connected to D07-7B mass flow controller and D08-4B regulator and 
readout box, from Sevenstar – Beijing Electronics. They are used to control the plasma 
composition and the gas temperature, therefore, the growth process; 
Substrate holder 
RF source 
DC power source 
Pump control panel 
Turbomolecular pump 
Gas control panel 
Pressure control panel 
Gas flow valves 
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Pressure control system: a manual valve regulates the pressure in the vacuum chamber, read 
out at ZDO-I-LED and ZDF-X-LED pressure gauges from ZHVAC. The pressure in the 
chamber also affects the plasma plume size and temperature; 
Temperature control: the substrate holder is mounted on heating elements which can be 
heated up to 800ºC when a direct current is applied via a Shimaden temperature controller. 
The substrate temperature controls the mobility of the deposited species on the substrate 
surface; 
Bias controller: the substrate holder is also connected to a DC power supply. The bias of the 
substrate controls the oncoming ions from the plasma and therefore regulates the 
growth/etching rate. 
After the proper choice of the process parameters, the production of graphene-based 
nanostructures in this system was implemented through the following steps: 
 
1) The catalyst foil (copper or nickel) is placed on the substrate holder; 
2) Vacuum is obtained in stages: through the auxiliary pump first, then via turbo-
molecular pump; 
3) Gases are introduced (flow regulated automatically) 
a. Hydrogen; 
b. Methane; 
c. Argon. 
4) Pressure is stabilized using the main valve; 
5) The plasma is turned on for the selected time; 
a. This stage may include a pre-treatment of the catalyst (no carbon source). 
6) With the plasma off, the chamber is filled up with atmospheric gas until atmospheric 
pressure is achieved; 
7) The foil is removed, and the film is transferred to the water. 
8) The floating graphene film is transferred to the final substrate, selected according to 
the intended application. 
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2.3 Concluding remarks of Chapter 2 
 
The plasma deposition system described in this chapter was utilised to fabricate and modify 
diverse nanostructures based on graphene throughout this work. This plasma process was 
able to quickly produce graphene films without the need of external heating. This plasma-
based process is versatile, and simple adjustments of the setup and process were effective to 
control the production of different nanostructures. Furthermore, the ability to produce unique 
nanostructures and allow for the chemical-free transfer of the as-fabricated samples were 
among the key points that justify the use of this system in this thesis. 
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Chapter 3 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
The materials and experimental procedures used in this work are described in this 
chapter, separated into two main sections: material characterization and biological 
techniques. As some techniques are frequently used in different sections of this 
thesis, the goal of this chapter is to concentrate the equipment, process 
specifications, and materials in one place to facilitate future reference. 
 
 
3.1 Materials Characterization 
 
In this section, the techniques that have been used throughout the thesis to characterise our 
nanostructured surfaces are listed and explained, serving as a guide and reference for how 
experiments were done and how data was collected and analysed. 
 
3.1.1 Raman Scattering and Spectroscopy 
 
The Raman spectroscopy is a characterization technique that relies on collecting the response 
of the analysed material after the light excitement is applied. For the Raman process to occur, 
a light source excites the atoms or molecules of the material to a virtual energy level followed 
by a re-emission of a photon that differs in energy from the incident one (inelastic scattering). 
(Figure 6 B and C) The process is referred as Rayleigh scattering (elastic) if no difference in 
energy is observed in the scattered photon. (Figure 6 A) [93] 
In the study of solids, the light source (usually a laser in the visible range of the spectrum) 
interacts with the material creating an electron-hole pair, referred as intermediate state. This 
is a short life, virtual quantum state achieved by the electrons of the material due the 
interactions with the photons of the laser pulse. The intermediate state then interacts with 
lattice, which creates a phonon and modifies the energy of the electron-pair system. 
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Subsequently, the electron-hole pair decay and radiates a photon that exhibit different energy 
from those received from the laser.  
Furthermore, this process occurs for any incident photon energy and generates equal energy 
difference between the incident and emitted photon energy, due the interaction with the 
lattice is that inherent of the studied material. This feature differs from resonant effects (e.g. 
fluorescence) that rely on specific incident frequencies to occur. 
 
 
Figure 6. (Graph) Standard Raman scattering spectrum for silicon obtained from RRUFF database 
(ID R050145.2). (A) Rayleigh scattering. (B) Stokes scattering. (C) Anti-Stokes scattering. Green 
represents the incident photon while blue and purple represent emitted and interaction photons, 
respectively. 
Two emissions are possible in Raman scattering: when the energy of the incident photon is 
higher than the emitted photon – the material absorbs energy – called Stokes scattering; and 
the opposite, known as anti-Stokes scattering. This difference in energy produces the Raman 
Scattering spectrum, which shows the dependence of the intensity of signal on the 
wavelength difference (energy gap) of the generated photons. For example, the plot in Figure 
6 exhibits the signal of silicon, which is often used as a calibration standard. Therefore, each 
material containing polarizable atoms/molecules will have a different spectrum according to 
the interactions between polarization and vibrational/electrical states. 
In this work, Raman spectroscopy was used to characterize carbon-based films such as 
amorphous carbon, graphite and various morphologies of graphene. [94] Figure 7 (A) 
exemplifies the most significant features of graphite and graphene Raman spectra, 
represented by the G (~1580 cm-1) and 2D (~2700 cm-1) peaks. [48,90] The first peak, G-
peak, is due to the degenerate zone center E2g mode. The other significant peak, 2D-peak, 
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represents the second order of zone-boundary phonons. Figure 7 (A) also relates the ideal 
features of the peaks. For the single-layer graphene, the 2D peak is narrow (50 cm-1) and is 
approximately four times higher than the intensity of the G peak. On the other hand, the 2D 
peak for graphite is broad, consisting of 2 peaks of intensity smaller than 2/3 of the G peak. 
The relation between the intensities of these peaks is commonly used to estimate the 
thickness of the samples. [94] This approach was also employed in this work. 
 
    
Figure 7. Raman spectra of graphite and graphene. (A) Most significant peaks for graphite and 
graphene with actual properties and proportions. (B) Boundary peak for defective graphite and 
graphene. [94] 
The first order of zone-boundary phonons, the D-peak (~1350 cm-1), is only present when the 
sample contains defects, or the spectrum is obtained on the grain boundaries. [94] Figure 7 
(B) represents the composition of the graphite and graphene defect bands when the spectra 
are taken on the edge of each material. Similar to the second order band, the intensity of the 
D-peak will be used to estimate the presence of defect/edges of the samples. 
In this work, a Renishaw inVia spectrometer was used (Figure 8), operating in the single 
point mode (spot size of ~1 µm2 after an x50 objective was used) with the laser excitation at 
514 nm as source. The power of the laser was reduced to preserve samples from heating 
damage during the three measurements performed in three different spots for each sample. 
The spectrum was analysed manually and automatically using a MatLab® routine to extract 
peak intensities and generate peak intensity ratios. 
 
A) B) 
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Figure 8. Renishaw inVia Raman spectroscope located at CSIRO, Lindfield. 
 
3.1.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
 
This work mostly deals with the applications of nanostructures, which are based on the 
understanding of the morphology of the material in use. Scanning electron microscope is one 
of the most commonly used microscopy technique and employs accelerated electrons instead 
of light. It follows the same principle of light microscopes, although with magnetic lenses and 
electrical sensors. The advantage over optical systems stems from the use of smaller 
wavelengths that leads to a higher resolution and enables the observation of the 
nanostructures. 
In this thesis, graphene-based films with different nanostructures were investigated in diverse 
biology fields like tissue engineering and sensing, where the morphology plays major roles 
when interacting with cells and target molecules. To achieve a better understanding of the 
surface of these materials, a field-emission SEM (Zeiss Auriga) was used. (Figure 9) The 
acceleration voltage and focal working distances were varied depending on the detectors used 
and samples being analysed. 
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Figure 9. Zeiss Auriga scanning electron microscope located at CSIRO, Lindfield. 
 
3.1.3 Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) 
 
The SEM system was also equipped with a detector for diffraction of backscattered electrons 
from Oxford Instruments. This detector allows the collection of electrons backscattered from 
the analysed material. When the surface of the sample is correctly aligned with the 
photoluminescent detector, the information contained on the scattered electrons is directly 
correlated with the crystallinity of the first atomic layers of the material. In other words, the 
highly accelerated electrons interact with the lattice of the grains on the surface of the 
material and, since their wavelength range satisfies the Bragg condition, they backscatter and 
produce distinct diffraction lines accordingly with the crystal phase and orientation. These 
diffractions bands are called Kikuchi bands and are represented in Figure 10 (A). Each 
crystallographic phase can be identified, and it is also possible to determine the orientation of 
the crystals on the surface of the material, reported in pole figures. (Figure 10 B)  
This technique allows the analysis of phase and orientation for each point with nanoscale 
resolution and generates a map of the surface. This map makes it possible to identify the 
grain boundaries using the orientation results. (Figure 11)  
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Figure 10. Results obtained from EBSD for copper foils using the Oxford Instruments detector. (A) 
Kikuchi diffraction patterns. (B) Distribution of orientation in the form of pole figure. 
The information obtained by this technique was used to determine the effects of different 
plasma treatments on the copper surface and how it relates to the graphene-based 
nanostructures growth and transfer. The crystalline phases and grain orientation and their 
boundaries were obtained using the embedded Oxford Instruments software. Images capture 
and analysis were executed in collaboration with Ph.D. candidate Timothy van der Laan. 
 
 
Figure 11. Results obtained from EBSD mapping for copper foils using the Oxford Instruments 
detector. (A) Map of grain boundaries and orientation. (B) Size distribution of crystals. 
 
 
3.1.4 Contact angle measurements 
 
The contact angle is used to determine the wettability of a surface, observed due to cohesion 
forces between the well-known liquid and the solid phases. In this work, the contact angle 
was determined using the sessile drop technique, a simple technique which takes images of a 
liquid drop on a solid surface. The contact angle is defined as the angle between the liquid-
A) B) 
A) B) 
20 µm 
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vapour boundary and the liquid-solid interface (substrate surface) (Figure 12 C). This 
technique is used to characterize the surface energy of solids, via the Young’s equation 
(Equation 1). The sigma values (σ) are the energy of the interfaces (S – solid, L – liquid), and 
theta (θ) is the contact angle. 
𝜎𝑆 =  𝜎𝑆𝐿 +  𝜎𝐿 ∙ cos (𝜃) (1) 
High values of the contact angle (cos(θ) < 0) usually refer to low surface energy that is 
represented by non-wettable surfaces, i.e. hydrophobic, for example, the lotus leaf. On the 
other hand, low values of the contact angle (cos(θ) > 0) are related to high surface energy, i.e. 
hydrophilic. Figure 12 (A) shows the measurement apparatus. The drop of distilled water is 
precisely deposited onto the solid surface using a syringe and is imaged with a fixed camera. 
The image is analysed using an image analysis software (Figure 12 C). 
 
 
Figure 12. Contact angle measurements. (A) Sessile drop apparatus with syringe, substrate and 
camera. (B) Photo of the drop. (C) Analysed image of the drop, with the contact angle shown. 
 
This technique was used, along with EBSD, to characterize the surface of the copper foil used 
as a catalyst for graphene growth for various plasma treatment conditions. Furthermore, the 
information extracted from this technique helps elucidate the interactions between the 
nanostructured graphene-based films with biological media. 
 
3.1.5 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 
 
A) B) 
C) 
θ 
) 
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This spectroscopy technique uses X-ray photons to remove inner orbital electrons from 
chemical elements present on the surface of the analysed material. This technique has a 
penetration depth of few angstroms (1 Å = 10-10 m), determined by the energy of the scaping 
electrons. The XPS detector sorts these electrons collected from the material by their energy, 
thus making possible to identify the elemental composition of a sample and the chemical 
bonds between its atoms. Figure 13 (B) shows a representative spectrum, namely the survey 
scan of a sample that contains oxygen and carbon, at ~540 eV and ~280 eV, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 13. (A) X-ray photoelectron spectrometer SAGE 150 from Specs located at CSIRO, Lindfield. 
(B) Representation of a XPS spectrum from a sample containing oxygen and carbon. 
This technique was used to quantify the composition of the nanostructures and characterize 
the films produced in this work. For this, spectra were recorded by Specs SAGE 150 XPS 
spectroscope (Figure 13 A) using a monochromatic source at Mg Kα excitation (1253.6 eV) 
that has pass energy of 20 eV and provide 0.85 eV of resolution. Both survey and narrow 
scans were conducted and analysed. Spectra were obtained and analysed in collaboration with 
CSIRO Postdoc Samuel Yick. 
3.1.6 Electrochemical measurements 
 
Electrochemical measurements involve analytical techniques that determine how a material 
interacts with an ionic solution when electricity is applied, using oxidation-reduction 
reactions. Films produced in this work were implemented as biosensors, and electrochemical 
measurements were used to quantify the ability of these films to respond to the presence of 
specific biomarkers. The electrochemical station VSP-300 from BioLogic was used with a 
three-electrode cell. (Figure 14) Figure 14 also illustrates the cell configuration with (A) the 
O 1s 
C 1s 
B) 
A) 
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reference electrode, (B) the cathode and (C) the electrode coated with carbon-based 
nanomaterials. 
 
 
Figure 14. (A) Electrochemical station VSP-300 from BioLogic located at CSIRO, Lindfield. 
(B) Schematic for the three-electrode cell composed of (I) reference electrode, (II) cathode and (III) 
electrode coated with graphene-based nanostructures. 
The equipment was set for Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) measurements, 
which determines how charges are exchanged between our material and the solution. These 
measurements are represented by a Nyquist plot, exemplified in Figure 15 (A). [95,96] This 
plot recovers the real (x-axis) and imaginary (y-axis) parts of impedance (Z) at different 
frequencies (ω). This way, the impedance can be represented as a vector of length |Z|. 
The electrical circuit that corresponds to this specific Nyquist plot is found in Figure 15 (B). 
The model for this circuit is called modified Randles’ cell and considers a combination of 
charge transfer and diffusion process on the surface of the electrode. This model includes the 
resistance of the solution/electrolyte (RS), a double layer capacitor (CDL), the charge-transfer 
resistance (RCT) and the diffusion factor, also known as Warburg impedance (W). 
 
I II III 
A) B) 
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Figure 15. (A) Representation of results from EIS measurements in the Nyquist plot. (B) Equivalent 
circuit used models the EIS measurement. RS – Resistance of the solution. CDL – Double layer 
capacitor. RCT – Charge-transfer resistance. W – Warburg impedance. 
More specifically, the RS is included to consider any resistance between the reference and 
working electrodes; it depends primarily on the electrolyte. The capacitance CDL is related to 
the insulator layer formed between the adsorbed charges and the electrolyte charges, which is 
equivalent to a capacitor on the surface of the electrode. This capacitance also varies 
primarily with the electrolyte properties. The RCT is the resistance driven by a kinetically-
controlled electrochemical reaction when charges are exchanged between the electrode 
surface and electrolyte, depending on the reaction type, the temperature, the concentration of 
the reaction products and the potential. The diffusion of these charges also contributes to this 
impedance, being highly dependent on the inverse of the frequency that generates the 
diagonal line with a slope of 45° on the Nyquist plot. (Figure 15 A) [97] 
As mentioned, the total impedance can be measured as a vector on the Nyquist plot. For 
instance, we can estimate the relative charge-transfer resistance RCT on the plot by extracting 
the radius of the semi-circle formed on high frequencies. 
When dealing with nanostructured films as electrode, the RCT varies for any change on the 
electrode surface. For example, the attachment of the target biomarkers to their respective 
probe on the surface of the electrode causes either a blockage or a generation of charge 
(Figure 16 E). Both process will promote a change in the electrode resistance, which will be 
used in Chapter 6 to sense specific biomarkers. 
 
B) 
Z 
A) 
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3.1.7 Biosensor assembly – probe attachment and sensing procedures 
 
Each sensing substrate had 1 cm x 1 cm area, consisting of carbon-based nanomaterial film 
transferred onto aluminium foil using the chemical-free transfer. (Figure 16 A) Aluminium 
foil was selected for being a conductive and cheap material. To increase the success of probe 
attachment, oxygen species were introduced using an oxygen plasma treatment, when 
necessary, to favour the chemical reactions. (Figure 16 B) The sensing substrates were treated 
with 0.5 M N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), which 
enabled the formation of active ester intermediates via carbodiimide chemistry, followed by 
washing several times with phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7, Sigma-Aldrich) and de-
ionized water to remove excess EDC. (Figure 16 C) 
Next, NH2-conjugated probes (5’-NH2-GGTGGAGGGGACGTTTGCAGGT-3’, Sigma-
Aldrich) were diluted in PBS to 0.2 µM, and 50 µL was pipetted onto the EDC-treated 
surface and left to incubate overnight in a wet environment and at room temperature. (Figure 
16 D) The sensing surface was then washed with 0.05% sodium dodecyl sulfonate (SDS) 
(Sigma-Aldrich) in 0.04 M hydroxylamine solution (Sigma-Aldrich) to deactivate the 
remaining carboxyl functional groups and to remove non-specifically bounded probes. Then, 
0.01 M Polyethylene glycol (PEG) (Sigma-Aldrich) was loaded on the sensing surface to 
block the exposed areas of graphene to reduce further non-specific binding. 
Next, the micro-RNA (miRNA) used as target (5’-CCACCUCCCCUGCAAACGUCCA-3’, 
Sigma-Aldrich), was dissolved in human serum (Human Plasma AB, Sigma-Aldrich) to 
obtain dynamic concentrations of 1 pM – 1 nM, which was pipetted onto the sensing surface. 
This assembly was left to incubate at 45 oC for 20 mins to induce hybridization between the 
complementary probe and target sequences. (Figure 16 E) 
Finally, a washing step with PBS/DI water was employed to remove remaining non-
specifically bound target miRNAs. A similar protocol was adopted to a single-base 
mismatched miRNA sequence (5’-CCGCCUCCCCUGCAAACGUCCA-3’, Sigma-Aldrich). 
The fully assembled devices with attached probe and target miRNA were loaded into the 
electrochemical measurement cell for EIS measurements. 
These procedures (assembly and sensing) were executed in collaboration with Ph.D. 
candidate Shafique Pineda. 
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Figure 16. Assembly of the graphene biosensor. (A) Aluminium/Graphene electrode. (B) Plasma 
functionalization with oxygen radicals. (C) EDC chemistry. (D) Probe attachment through 
functionalized end. (E) Target attachment and charge generation. 
 
3.2 Biological Assays 
 
This section is devoted for the biological assays used for this thesis. It supplies the 
information required to understand the techniques used to collect and analyze data in each 
experiment. It serves as a guide to experimental procedures and assays as well as the reagents 
and kits that were used throughout the thesis work. 
 
3.2.1 General Cell Culture 
 
Work conducted for this thesis focussed on the interaction between the designed surfaces 
containing diverse nanostructures and living cells to determine their response to different 
surface topologies. The established process of maintaining a cell culture starts with the 
thawing of frozen cells in culture flasks. It is followed by the growth of cells with time which 
requires replenishment of the nutrient culture media every three days. Cells were harvested 
for experiments when there was a sufficient number for the assay planned. 
Medium preparation: Cell media is a salt solution that contains the fundamental nutrients 
required to grow cells; it may differ for each cell line. It is either bought as a ready solution or 
as a powder. If prepared from powdered form, the powder is mixed with pure, sterile water, 
then filtered under aseptic conditions and mixed with additives, as required for each 
particular cell line. Antibiotics and fetal bovine serum (FBS) are also added to create the 
‘complete medium’. The parts or complete media were kept under refrigeration for no longer 
than four weeks. 
+ 
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Thawing: Cells lines are purchased and stored in minus 196ºC (liquid nitrogen) in 1 mL 
volume containing 1.104 cells contained in a small sterile screw-topped vial. Frozen cell stock 
needs to be carefully thawed and the cells re-established in culture. To do this, the external 
surface of the vial is cleaned with 70% ethanol, and the pressure is released (under aseptic 
conditions in the biohazard hood) without opening the lid completely. In 37ºC water bath, the 
vial containing the cells is thawed until its content turns to liquid. The vial is then 
immediately placed back in the sterile hood, and its content is mixed dropwise in a sterile cell 
culture flask containing previously prepared and warmed culture media. When required, cells 
are rinsed with SBF and centrifuged to remove all residues any hazardous chemicals that are 
part of the freezing solution before starting the culture. The flasks with growing cells are 
maintained in the incubator with controlled temperature (37ºC), humidity and provided with 
an atmosphere of 5% carbon dioxide (CO2) in air. 
Harvesting: Once seeded into the flask, cells will adhere to the surface of the flask and then 
proliferate/grow to become confluent. At that point, cells can be split into more flasks to 
grow up the desired cell number. The spent media is removed, and cells are washed twice 
with SBF and then detached using TrypLE ™ Express solution (ThermoFisher) in the 
incubator for approximately 3 to 5 minutes depending on the cell line. After incubation, cell 
growth surface is examined to ensure that cells have detached from the flask surface. Cells in 
harvesting solution are collected into a tube and spun in a centrifuge at 900 rpm/5’. The 
resulting supernatant is removed, leaving behind the cell pellet which is gently resuspended 
in culture medium and the cells are resuspended in complete medium at the concentration 
needed for the biological assays. 
Counting: To prepare the accurate concentration, cells were counted using the Trypan blue 
exclusion method, where living cells (10 µL) are mixed with Trypan Blue stain 1:1 and live 
cells counted using a hemocytometer (cell counter). 
Expanding and splitting: When the density of cells is just pre-confluent, the cell culture was 
split to allow for the growth of more cells whenever needed. For that, the harvesting 
procedure was carried, and the solution containing cells was re-seeded into new culture flasks 
with lower density if required. 
 
3.2.2 Direct Cytotoxicity 
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The direct cytotoxicity assay was used to evaluate the direct interaction of the cells with the 
graphene surfaces. This assay measures the impact of components of our samples (e.g. 
chemical, morphology) that might affect cell viability, for example, triggering cell reactions 
that may reduce the level of cell adhesion or cause apoptosis (programmed cell death). 
The cytotoxicity of our samples was evaluated using CellTiter 96 Aqueous Non-Radioactive 
Cell Proliferation (MTS) Assay (Promega, C#G5421) following the protocol provided by the 
manufacturer. MTS stands for [3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-
(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium, inner salt] that is combined to phenazine methosulfate 
(PMS) – an electron coupling reagent. MTS is reduced by dehydrogenase enzymes found in 
metabolically active cells creating formazan product that is soluble in tissue culture medium. 
The absorbance of the formazan is read at 490 nm using a spectrophotometer designed to 
measure the individual wells of 96-well tissue culture plates sued in the cytotoxicity assay. 
Human lung fibroblasts (MRC5 cell line) were used to determine the direct cytotoxicity of 
the graphene-based nanostructures. This cell line is commonly used for biological for assays 
because it requires low maintenance yet these cells are known to be highly sensitive to the 
presence of any unreacted chemical species. MRC5 cells were routinely grown in Dulbecco's 
modified eagle medium (DMEM) from ThermoFisher supplemented with antibiotics and 
10% FBS. 
For this assay, MRC5 cells were cultured at a concentration of 2.104 cells/well in triplicate 
samples of glass coverslips coated with carbon-based films, with Tissue Culture Polystyrene 
(TCPS) and uncoated glass coverslips acting as controls all of which were held in Corning ® 
sterile 96-well plates. Plates were established for collection at two time points of 1 and 5 
days. At the selected time points, the MTS and PMS solutions were thawed in a warm water 
bath and mixed immediately before adding to the samples. The mixed solution was then 
added to the wells and incubated for 4 hours at 37ºC in humidified, 5% CO2 atmosphere. The 
absorbance of the samples at 490 nm was recorded using a spectrophotometer 96-well plate 
reader. Results were then exported and analysed. Also, cell morphology on each of the 
surfaces was examined on days 1, 3 and 5 of the assay using a light microscope and 
representative digital images were collected. 
 
3.2.3 Indirect Cytotoxicity 
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The indirect cytotoxicity assay was used to access the presence of any toxic components that 
may be released when test samples were submerged in an aqueous environment (the cell 
culture media). This assay is different from the direct test, as cells are not grown directly onto 
the test surfaces but rather an extract is prepared for each test surface, and cells are exposed 
to those extracts. 
For the extract preparation, duplicates of the test samples were incubated in 1 mL of serum-
free media (SFM) supplemented with additives NEAA and ITS. The plates were covered and 
continuously shaken for two days at 37ºC to ensure dynamic contact of the medium with the 
samples. After this period, the aqueous media for each sample (hereafter referred to as the 
extract) was topped up to 1 ml and collected into sterile tubes and stored at 4ºC until used in 
the cell-based indirect cytotoxicity test. 
The day before the assay was conducted, the cells were prepared, and 100 µL aliquots were 
seeded into 96-well TCPS plates at a concentration of 2.104 cells per well, and incubated 
overnight to allow cells to attach and spread on the culture surface as to form an even 
monolayer (>90% confluent). 
On the day of the assay, the extracts of each sample were then prepared in a doubling dilution 
series with quadruplicate wells for each dilution point, and these were fed to the cells in a 
dilution series from 100% (neat) to 0.7%. In this procedure, the neat solution (100%) was 
mixed 1:1 with SFM with additives NEAA and ITS. The resulting solution (50%) was then 
diluted 1:1 again. The procedure was repeated to form a dilution series (100%, 50%, 25%, 
12.5% …). Three sets of control wells were also established in the 96-well plate: 1) SFM 
(positive cell growth control), 2) SFM with 10% of Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), used a cell 
killing control, and SFM with 10% PBS (negative control). The 96-well plates were then 
incubated under standard culture conditions for 24h. 
Relative cell numbers were measured on the four replicates by metabolically labelling the 
cells for the final four hours of the culture period by adding colourless tetrazolium dye, 3-
[4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT, Sigma).  MTT is 
converted to a coloured water-insoluble formazan product by viable cells only, leaving dead 
cells unstained. The formazan product was dissolved by adding 10 µL DMSO to each well, 
the plate wrapped in aluminium foil to protect from light and placed on a shaker platform for 
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30 minutes. The absorbance of each well was read on a plate reader at 595nm/655 nm. 
Results were then exported and analysed. 
 
Bone cell studies 
 
For tissue engineering applications, a human bone cell line (Saos-2) was chosen. These cells 
were available in the laboratory, and they readily the study of cytotoxicity, adhesion, 
proliferation and differentiation of the cells in response to the graphene surfaces in vitro. 
These cells were routinely fed with Minimum Essential Medium (MEM) supplemented with 
10% FBS otherwise stated. 
 
3.2.4 Proliferation assay 
 
The proliferation of the Saos-2 cells tested the impact of direct contact between cells and the 
graphene surface topographies. This experiment was conducted over 7 days; cells were 
seeded directly onto the graphene-coated Thermanox coverslips and control surfaces at a 
concentration of 2.104 cells per well. Two control surfaces were used, uncoated Thermanox 
coverslips and TCPS wells with no coverslips. The number of live cells was quantified at 4 
times points (4h, 24h, 72h, 168h) over the 7-day period using an MTS assay and data 
normalised against the TCPS values on day 7. Cell morphology was also evaluated using 
optical microscopy and by SEM. These results were obtained in collaboration with Senior 
Experimental Scientist Penny Bean at CSIRO, North Ryde. 
 
3.2.5 Alkaline phosphatase 
For this assay, the Saos-2 cells were seeded at low density (5.103 cells/cm2) onto the 
engineered surfaces and TCPS control since cells needed to grow for 28 days in this assay. 
Duplicate samples of each surface were established in the well of a 6-well TCPS plate. Two 
complete sets of samples were prepared for this test. After one day, one set of samples 
received differentiation medium containing 7 mM β-glycerophosphate (BGP), 100 µM 
dexamethasone and 70 µM ascorbate (called supplemented set), while the second set of 
samples received the medium without additives (called non-supplemented set). Media was 
change occurred every three days during the 28-days assay period. 
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At the 28th day, one set of plates (supplemented and non-supplemented) was prepared for 
analysis of alkaline phosphatase, an enzyme associated with active bone formation that is 
routinely used to estimate the differentiation status of maturing bone cells in vitro. [98,99] 
For this assay, the medium was removed from the wells of each plate and plates were rinsed 
twice with PBS (with Ca/Mg) and the cells were fixed with 4% formal saline solution for 30 
minutes and washed twice with PBS (without Ca/Mg). Next, the wells were washed with 
deionized water for 15 minutes and stained with filtered alkaline phosphatase solution for 45 
minutes. This solution consists of 30 mg red violet LB salt, 5 mg Naphthol AS MX-PO4, 200 
µl of dimethylformamide (DMF), 25 ml 0.2M TRIS/HCl and 25 ml deionized water. (Sigma-
Aldrich) Staining was followed by another three washes with deionized water, 15 minutes 
each, and left in the last one for at least an hour. When the Saos-2 cells differentiate towards 
bone cells, their membrane can interact with the dye present in the alkaline phosphatase 
solution, becoming red. The coloured product was analysed via light microscopy and 
digitalized photography.  
 
3.2.6 Calcium assay 
 
Another set of identical plates was used to measure the calcium production by the cells 
growing on the graphene surfaces calcium phosphate is a major mineral of bone and 
measurement of calcium levels is used as an early indicator of bone formation in vitro. For 
this assay, the dye Arsenazo III (Sigma) was used. Arsezano III combines with large metal 
cations such as calcium to give an altered absorption spectrum, enabling quantification of 
calcium levels associated with bone cell differentiation. [100] 
Cells were seeded at low density (2.103 cells/cm2) onto the designed surfaces and control as 
for an attachment assay. After one day, half of the samples received differentiation medium 
while the undifferentiated set received normal medium. Media change occurred every three 
days. After four weeks, wells were rinsed twice with PBS (with Ca/Mg), fixed with 4% 
formal saline solution for half an hour and washed twice with PBS (without Ca/Mg). 
To release the calcium from the cells, 0.5 ml of a 0.6 M solution of HCl was added to each of 
the wells in a 96-well plate and placed on a shaker at room temperature overnight. Next day, 
a 3 M solution of NaOH was added accordingly in each well to neutralize its content. First, 
200 µl of Arsenazo III was added to each well and then 10 µL of each sample was added 
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(quadruplicate). A standard curve of known calcium concentration was created by diluting 1 
mg/mL of calcium chloride into 100, 80, 60, 40, 20, 10, 5 and 0 µg/mL in water and added to 
Arsenazo III (20 µL). (Figure 17) The complete plate, containing the standard curve, 
graphene samples, and TCPS controls, was read using a plate reader set at 595 nm.  
To determine the calcium released by the cells, the sample signal was corrected by the 
dilution factor (x60), sample volume (x2) and units (/1000) to achieve the optimum 
concentration in µg/well. A further correction was needed to take the area covered by the 
samples into account. 
 
Figure 17. Standard concentration curve of calcium assay with respective fitting curve and samples 
obtained with the Arsenazo III kit. 
 
Area correction (Example) 
For this assay, the surface area of the TCPS wells covered by the graphene surfaces needed to 
be taken into account since the graphene did not fully cover the area of the well. By way of 
example for this calculation, let us assume that we know the signal corresponding to the full 
surface area of the control well, equals to 800 a.u. Let us also assume that the graphene 
covered an area of 60% of an equivalent well. Then, starting from a total signal of the sample 
of 1000 (a.u.), 40% of this signal comes from the cells grown on the uncovered areas (TCPS).  
This 40% of signal added to the sample is equal to 40% of the signal of TCPS cells in the 
control well, in this example is 40% of the 800 a.u. (320 a.u.) So the signal coming 
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exclusively from the graphene sample is 680 a.u. that only cover an area of 60% of the well. 
If this same graphene sample covered the whole bottom of the well, the signal observed 
would be 1130 a.u. 
 
3.2.7 Light microscopy 
 
Images of the cells on the surfaces tested in these assays were taken using the Nikon Eclipse-
Ti inverted microscope equipped with dual DS cameras, Qi2 and Ri2. (Figure 18 A) This 
instrument supports cell plates, it has four sets of dry lenses (magnification: x4, x10, x20 and 
x40) and filters for luminescent staining, as exemplified in Figure 18 (B and C). Image 
recording and measurements are enable using the NIKON NIS-Elements AR 43 software. 
     
 
3.2.8 Plate reader - ELISA equipment 
 
For the biological assays mentioned before, the plate reader SpectraMax 340P was used. 
(Figure 19) This equipment has an inbuilt plate shaker, an internal heater/cooler, and is fully 
controlled by software. The same software records and exports the data of absorption at 
specific wavelengths, which can be analysed using selected data analysis software. 
A) B) 
C) 
Figure 18. (A) Optical microscope for biological imaging located at CSIRO, North Ryde. (B) 
Example of image of cells at 20x. (C) Example of image of stained cells at 20x. 
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Figure 19. Plate reader SpectraMax 340P located at CSIRO, North Ryde. 
 
3.2.9 SEM of biological samples 
 
Samples that required high magnification visualization were prepared for SEM imaging. As 
this equipment works in vacuum only, biological samples had to be dehydrated. First, 
samples were fixed with paraformaldehyde to terminate all ongoing biochemical reactions 
and preserve all cell tissues as close to natural state as possible. Samples were stored in PBS 
in the fridge until the dehydration process. 
The dehydration process slowly replaces the water component of biological tissues such as 
cells with alcohol until the biological sample is completely dry. For that, samples were 
immersed in an ascending series of ethanol solutions (30%, 50%, 70%, 90%, 100% and 100% 
pure) for 10 minutes at each step, repeating the last one. For the final step, samples were 
placed in hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS, from Sigma) for 2 minutes at room temperature and 
allowed to air dry in a desiccator overnight. Next day, samples were mounted on the SEM 
stubs, sputter coated with 10 nm gold film and held in a desiccator until imaging. The images 
were obtained using the SEM described in Section 3.1.2. 
 
3.2.10 Statistical analysis 
 
The biological assays were performed with triplicate samples unless otherwise specified. 
Numerical data were reported as mean ± standard deviation. Statistical significance was 
determined by Student’s T-test using Microsoft Excel software. Significance was defined as 
having p < 0.05.  
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Chapter 4 
 
Graphene-based nanostructure growth 
and chemical-free transfer 
 
This chapter explores the growth and transfer processes of graphene-based 
nanostructures. It studies the effect of the PECVD process parameters on the 
production of graphene samples, by means of analysing their composition and 
morphology. The importance of the plasma pre-treatment of the substrate, the 
effects of varied carbon source and the variations on morphology due the plasma 
gas composition are demonstrated. These results are also related to the possibility 
of the chemical-free transfer, and they help identify the morphologies of choice for 
biological applications. Furthermore, this chapter develops a useful prediction 
method that identifies which variable of the growth process plays the leading role 
in the chemical-free transfer occurrence using a simple logistic regression 
algorithm. 
 
 
The reasoning for the utilization of a custom made Plasma Enhanced CVD system has been 
explained in Chapter 2, as well as the technical information and sample handling. In chapter 
2, the comparison with the conventional growth techniques was made, with a specific focus 
on the use of plasmas for the dissociation of methane, which reduces the temperature and 
time required for the growth of graphene. However, the influence of the process parameters 
on controlling the outcomes of the PECVD was not explored, and these results are presented 
in this chapter. 
The first advantage of the plasma system studied in this chapter involves the substrate 
modification, which influences the graphene growth and transfer. Copper involved in thermal 
CVD processes for graphene growth is commonly dominated by Cu (100) phase. However, 
the use of Cu (111) and Cu (101) orientations yields graphene films with larger grains and 
lower concentration of defects. [101-103] The species that compose the plasma can transfer 
energy to the catalyst surface and induce recrystallization of copper, similar to thermal 
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annealing. Nevertheless, the process requires lower temperature (energy) and shorter 
processing time. A study using this custom made PECVD system has been reported in 
regards to the plasma treatment of copper. [62] It shows that the treatment increases the grain 
size and produces crystal phases with orientations closer to Cu (101) and Cu (111) phases 
and, therefore, produce better substrates for graphene growth. However, the direct 
connections between these effects and the growth of graphene are yet to be explored. 
Moreover, the duration of the plasma treatment of the copper catalyst is also related here to 
the possibility of the chemical-free transfer process. 
Secondly, the ability of the plasma to dissociate its composition gases within a shorter time 
and at lower temperatures than the thermal process is explored; for these gases are 
responsible for graphene growth and transfer. The common CVD method dissociates the 
carbon source, methane, using thermal energy provided by the gas heated in a furnace to 
temperatures above 900 ºC. This heating process is slow and consumes a significant amount 
of energy. [48,62,91] The plasma-based dissociation process relies on the precursor gas 
composition (hydrogen, argon, and methane) and provides the components for film growth. 
The variation of the composition of the gas mixture and treatment duration directly determine 
some sample properties. For example, the dilution of methane can be controlled and regulates 
the availability of carbon atoms responsible for the growth of the graphene film. Argon 
concentration also plays a role on the growth by regulating the etching rate, which results in 
different film morphologies. However, the influence of these parameters on the growth of 
graphene films is not yet fully understood for this system and there is a necessity to study 
their role on the growth of new graphene-based samples. 
In addition, the custom-made PECVD system used in this work enables the graphene-based 
nanostructures to be grown and immediately transferred to any desired substrate via 
deionized water. This process differs from the chemical etching required to release the 
graphene films from the copper catalyst when produced by the conventional thermal CVD 
method. [48,90] The etching methods use hazardous chemicals, including FeCl3, and may 
lead to graphene damage and/or contamination as well as partial or complete consumption of 
the copper foil. 
Efforts towards better transfer methods were made, for example, with the dry-method 
reported by Lee and co-workers. [104] However, it requires H-terminated single-crystalline 
germanium to enable the transfer. In a recent study, distilled water was used to decouple 
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graphene from copper. [105] Although similar, this process involves multiple steps of long 
hot-water soaking and an additional hot press system. The method described in this report 
have not found application so far in other graphene growth reports, even for very similar 
production routes. 
The chemical-free transfer method will be used throughout the thesis to implement graphene 
into biological applications; the non-use of hazardous chemicals may reduce contamination 
and allow the application of these materials interfaced with cells. Moreover, the simplicity of 
the process will provide an easy assembly of biosensors. For these reasons, there is a need to 
understand which parameters can be varied to achieve most effective control of the chemical-
free transfer process. This process may potentially drive further graphene applications. 
Furthermore, many conventional methods are focused on the production of single-layer flat 
graphene films with better electronic and optical properties while the presence of the plasma 
electric fields helps to produce unique vertically oriented and hybrid nanostructures. [82,84] 
The production and control of these nanostructures require exploration as their morphological 
properties provide the basis for improvement applications of graphene. The toxicity, 
proliferation, and differentiation of cells onto diverse graphene nanostructured films will be 
covered in chapter 5 and the use of these nanostructures as electrochemical biosensors will be 
explored in chapter 6. In the meantime, this section will shed light on how to control 
graphene nanostructures growth and what process parameter enable the chemical-free 
transfer? 
To investigate these questions, the variables involved in the growth process were analysed to 
determine which of them plays a key role in the chemical-free transfer process and the films 
properties. Figure 20 splits the process of sample production into three steps: (A) Substrate 
treatment, (B) sample growth and (C) transfer in water. For this process, three main 
hypotheses were formulated: 
I) The pre-treatment of the copper foil with H2+Ar plasma changes the surface of the 
copper and influences the growth and transfer of the graphene films; 
II) The duration of the production influences the growth and transfer processes and 
controls the quality and thickness of the graphene films; 
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III) The plasma-producing gas composition influences the growth and transfer of the 
graphene films. 
Observation on methane concentration: for the following samples and until the end of this 
chapter, low flow of methane (≤ 3 sccm) was used in order to remain in low growth rate 
range and, therefore, reduce the influence of this variable on the growth process. 
Furthermore, this measure also prevents the growth of vertically aligned graphene nanowalls 
that was found for higher methane concentrations. These nanostructures can always be 
transferred using the chemical-free process, and their growth will not contribute on our 
understanding of the transfer process. An example of these nanostructures was shown in 
Chapter 2. The water transfer of nanostructures produced with low concentration of methane 
may or may not occur, depending on the growth parameters. This necessitates the study of the 
chemical-free transfer process itself. 
 
 
4.1 Hypothesis I – Plasma pre-treatment of the substrate 
 
To determine the effects of the plasma treatment on the films growth/transfer, an 
experimental set of samples was produced to cover individual parameters without and with 
deposition, as described in the Tables 1 and 2. First, the duration of the pre-treatment was 
varied from 1 to 30 minutes with no carbon source to evaluate the changes on the surface of 
copper. Next, methane was added and the influence of the pre-treatment time on the sample 
growth and transfer was investigated. 
Copper Copper 
Graphene Graphene 
Water 
Figure 20. Schematics of the growth and transfer processes. (A) Plasma pre-treatment of the copper 
surface. (B) Growth of graphene using methane as carbon source. (C) Chemical-free transfer of 
graphene films into water. 
A) B) C) 
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The first set of samples was used to analyse the properties of the copper foil, surface energy, 
and crystallinity, as manufactured and after varied durations of the plasma pre-treatment. This 
study would help understand the surface on which our samples would be grown on. The 
graphene samples were produced following different pre-treatment protocols and then 
characterized by Raman scattering and SEM to access the graphene microstructure and 
morphology. 
 
Table 2. Pre-treatment parameters without deposition. 
Pre-treatment 
(min) 
Deposition 
(min) 
H2 conc. 
(sccm) 
Ar conc. 
(sccm) 
CH4 conc. 
(sccm) 
Transfer 
(Y/N) 
1 0 90 10 0 N/A 
2 0 90 10 0 N/A 
5 0 90 10 0 N/A 
8 0 90 10 0 N/A 
10 0 90 10 0 N/A 
30 0 90 10 0 N/A 
 
4.1.1 Influence of plasma pre-treatment on copper foil surface 
 
As stated in the first hypothesis, the state of the copper surface right before the deposition is 
believed to influence the graphene films properties and the occurrence of the water-based 
transfer. The first surface characterization method used was the contact angle measurement, 
which reveals the change in the surface energy of copper after the plasma treatment. The 
Sessile drop results for different durations of the plasma treatment of the copper surface are 
presented in Figure 21.  
 
 
Figure 21. Photographs used for contact angle measurements of copper foil for various plasma pre-
treatment durations. (A) No treatment. (B) 1 minute. (C) 2 minutes. (D) 8 minutes. 
B) A) C) D) 
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As shown in the images (A-D) in Figure 21, the copper surface starts with low wettability and 
becomes hydrophilic after the H2+Ar plasma exposure longer than 2 minutes. This treatment 
leads to an increase in the surface energy. This result was attributed to the etching process 
that removes the inherent oxide layer as well as changes the roughness on the surface of 
copper. 
The influence of the length of the plasma treatment on the copper surface was also 
investigated via EBSD analysis. This technique was able to identify the crystal structure of 
the copper surface due to interaction with the plasma species over time. 
As observed in Figure 22 (A-D), the increased duration of the plasma treatment induces the 
growth of larger grains on the copper surface as well as the grains number reduction. This 
result was expected owing to the longer exposure to plasma bombarding that leads to higher 
transfer of energy to the metal surface. This energetic interaction permits higher mobility and 
rearrangement of copper atoms in the lattice and forms larger crystals, similar to a thermal 
(annealing) process. 
 
 
  
Figure 22. Results of EBSD mapping of copper after various plasma pre-treatment durations. (A) 5 
seconds. (B) 1 minute. (C) 8 minutes. (D) 15 minutes. Scale 20 µm. 
A) 
C) 
(B 
(D 
20 µm 
20 µm 
20 µm 
20 µm 
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The same result can be expressed regarding crystal counting. (Figure 23) For a short plasma 
treatment (5 seconds), the area distribution is found centered on 0.5 µm2. For this short 
treatment, no grains larger than 15 µm2 were observed. 
For longer periods of interaction with the plasma, for example, 8 minutes (blue on figure 23), 
the plasma treatment provided higher mobility to the copper ions. This leaded the distribution 
of the grain area to shift towards higher values (1.7 µm2) and grains with areas larger than 70 
µm2 can be found. (Figure 23 B) 
  
Figure 23. Analysis of the mapping image into area distribution for various plasma pre-treatment 
duration. (A) 5 seconds. (B) 1 minute (C) 8 minutes (D) 15 minutes. Bin size = 0.5 µm2. * Large 
crystals range (>15µm2). 
These results, when combined, confirm the first hypothesis of the plasma influence where we 
assumed that plasma pre-treatment of the copper foil with H2+Ar plasma changes the surface 
energy of the copper and its crystallinity. 
 
4.1.2 Influence of plasma pre-treatment of the substrate on graphene growth and transfer 
 
To determine the influence of the pre-treatment of the substrate on the graphene growth and 
transfer, graphene films were grown on a plasma-treated copper foil for varied durations and 
analysed using Raman scattering and SEM. (Table 3) 
A) 5 sec B) 1 min 
C) 8 min D) 15 min 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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The Raman spectra (Figure 24) reveal the change of the graphene signature after 5 minutes of 
plasma pre-treatment. Before 5 min, an amorphous carbon film is formed while after this time 
point the spectra resemble multi-layered graphene with 2D peak growth, and the resolution of 
D and G peaks into two narrow peaks. 
Further analysis is presented in Figure 25 (A) and reveals the decrease the amount of defects 
when the plasma treatment time is increased. Also, films have between approximately three 
and five layers if produced after 5 minutes of the plasma treatment of the copper foil with no 
apparent dependence on the pre-treatment duration. (Figure 25 B) 
 
Table 3. Pre-treatment parameters with deposition. 
Pre-treatment 
(min) 
Deposition 
(min) 
H2 conc. 
(sccm) 
Ar conc. 
(sccm) 
CH4 conc. 
(sccm) 
Transfer 
(Y/N) 
0 5 90 10 1.5 No 
2 5 90 10 1.5 No 
4 5 90 10 1.5 No 
5 5 90 10 1.5 Yes 
8 5 90 10 1.5 Yes 
10 5 90 10 1.5 Yes 
 
 
Figure 24. Raman spectra of graphene samples produced using plasma pre-treatment of the substrate 
of different durations. N = 3 samples. 
D 
G 
2D 
D 
D 
G
 
G
 
2D 
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Figure 25. Peak ratio from Raman spectra of graphene samples produced using plasma pre-treatment 
of the substrate of different durations. Error bars obtained for N = 3 samples. 
The results obtained with Raman spectroscopy reflect the morphologies found on the SEM 
images (Figure 26) and reinforce the hypothesis that the plasma treatment on the substrate 
prior the deposition does influence the growth of the carbon nanostructures. For shorter 
plasma treatments (< 4 min), nm-sized nucleation points are observed on the copper surface. 
This result relates the growth of graphene to the presence of nanocrystals on the surface of 
the copper when it is not treated with the plasma prior the graphene growth. 
On the other hand, for the same amount of carbon and deposition time but longer substrate 
treatments, vertical graphene sheets commence growing from the carbon nucleation points. 
This occurrence of graphene growth may explain the reduction of the intensity ratio D/G. 
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Figure 26. Morphology of graphene films using plasma pre-treatment of the substrate of different 
durations, featured by SEM images. (A) 2 minutes. (B) 4 minutes. (C) 8 minutes. (D) 10 minutes. Scale 
bar is 500 nm. 
There is a minimum duration of 5 mins of the pre-treatment to lead to the graphene chemical-
free transfer process. (Table 3) For pre-treatments of the copper foil longer than 4 minutes, 
higher is the chance of transferring the films through the chemical-free method. Previously 
studies assumed that the water intercalates between the film and substrate, saturating the 
latter due to it hydrophilicity and facilitates the transfer. [61,62] Therefore, the plasma pre-
treatment enables the transfer by increasing the hydrophilicity of the copper surface. 
These results establish the importance of the plasma pre-treatment of the copper substrate on 
the growth and transfer of the graphene films. In conclusion, an increase in the size of the 
crystals was promoted by the plasma treatment of the copper, and this allowed the growth and 
water-based transfer of graphene films. 
 
  
A) 
C) 
B) 
D) 
500 nm 500 nm 
500 nm 500 nm 
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4.2 Hypothesis II – Growth parameters: Carbon source 
 
To understand the role of the carbon source on the growth and transfer processes, two new 
sample series were investigated. The first set reflects the change of carbon source due to the 
variation of the growth time and is presented in Table 4. 
 
Table 4. Growth parameters for varied durations. 
Pre-treatment 
(min)  
Deposition 
(min) 
H2 conc. 
(sccm) 
Ar conc. 
(sccm) 
CH4 conc. 
(sccm) 
Transfer 
(Y/N) 
Deposition time 
5 2 90 10 1.5 No 
5 4 90 10 1.5 Yes 
5 8 90 10 1.5 Yes 
5 10 90 10 1.5 Yes 
 
4.2.1 Influence of growth time on graphene growth and transfer 
 
Intuitively, the length of the growth process does influence the films growth and transfer. 
However, to confirm this assumption, different growth durations were used. The same 
analysis, Raman scattering and SEM measurements, were carried out. Figure 27 shows the 
Raman spectra of the samples made on copper before the transfer for the different lengths of 
the growth process. Results are followed by the analysis of the ratios of the characteristic 
graphene bands. (Figure 28) 
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Figure 27. Raman spectra of graphene samples produced after different growth durations. N = 3 
samples. 
The duration of the growth had a similar effect to the pre-treatment. As the length of the 
process increases, the quality of films increases as shown in the Raman spectra results. The 
ratio of the D to G peaks reduces as the time increases and the 2D peak starts to show after 5 
minutes of deposition. As expected, samples were also thicker as the amount of carbon 
delivered was increased with the longer duration. 
 
 
Figure 28. Peak ratio from Raman spectra of graphene samples produced after different growth 
durations. Error bars obtained for N = 3 samples. 
The effect of the growth time on the graphene film growth is also evident from the SEM 
images. Figure 29 represents growth process of the carbon nanostructures for different 
deposition time. The first two images (Figure 29 A and B) show the evolution of carbon 
nucleation: from a higher density of nanometric structures to more dispersed, larger 
D G 2D 
2D 
2D 
G 
G 
D 
D 
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structures. A time threshold is observed when 5 minutes of deposition is reached, and vertical 
graphene sheets grow out of the film plane. As the time increases (Figure 29 C and D), more 
carbon is available and, therefore, more graphene sheets grow. Importantly, these graphene 
sheets will compose the transferred graphene films, collapsing into horizontal graphene 
micro-islands. 
 
 
Figure 29. Morphology of graphene films after different growth durations, featured by SEM images. 
(A) 2 minutes. (B) 4 minutes. (C) 8 minutes. (D) 10 minutes. Scale bar is 500 nm. 
The duration of the growth process thus affects the graphene sheets, as seen on the Raman 
spectroscopy and SEM images. Longer growth durations yield more graphene sheets and 
increase the chance of the chemical-free transfer to happen. 
 
4.2.2 Influence of carbon source with fixed plasma process duration on graphene growth 
and transfer 
 
Another growth parameter that affects the carbon content during the growth process is the 
flow of methane, which provides a controlled amount of carbon building blocks. Moreover, 
as the plasma is continuously activated during the deposition and may influence films 
characteristics, the total plasma process duration was fixed while varying the duration and 
A) B) 
C) D) 
500 nm 
500 nm 500 nm 
500 nm 
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carbon availability. (Table 5) This procedure allows the separation between the plasma and 
carbon source influence on the growth and transfer of the films. 
 
Table 5. Growth parameters for different durations and methane flow with fixed total processing time 
(10 min). 
Pre-treatment 
(min)  
Deposition 
(min) 
H2 conc. 
(sccm) 
Ar conc. 
(sccm) 
CH4 conc. 
(sccm) 
Transfer 
(Y/N) 
8 2 90 10 0.75 No 
8 2 90 10 1.5 No 
8 2 90 10 3.0 No 
5 5 90 10 0.75 No 
5 5 90 10 1.5 Yes 
5 5 90 10 3.0 Yes 
2 8 90 10 0.75 Yes 
2 8 90 10 1.5 Yes 
2 8 90 10 3.0 Yes 
 
Analysis of composition and morphology were carried out to understand the influence of 
these parameters on the film growth. Figure 30 (A) was generated after the analysis of the 
Raman spectra and shows the dependence of defects/edges on the samples with the increase 
of treatment time for different methane flows. As shown, the individual increase of these 
parameters induces the growth of graphene nanostructured films with fewer defects. In other 
words, the increase of the carbon amount during the graphene growth or the longer growth 
periods leads to the growth of better graphene samples. 
Reorganizing the plot against a new variable, called carbon source, is possible. (Figure 30 B) 
Expressed in [sccm x min], it represents the product of methane flow and deposition time. 
This new variable takes into account both growth parameters that influence on the amount of 
carbon present during the growth process. This plot shows the decrease of defects/edges on 
the graphene samples in dependence on the amount of carbon utilized during the growth 
process, which varies with time and methane flow. 
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Figure 30. (A) Peak ratio of D/G from Raman spectra of graphene samples produced after various 
growth durations and methane flow for the fixed total time. (B) Same results reorganized to a new 
variable called carbon source. Error bars obtained for N = 3 samples. 
The influence of the deposition time on the graphene nanostructures growth was found to 
have a similar behaviour for both fixed and free total plasma active time. Figure 31 shows the 
evolution of graphene growth from dense nanostructures in short deposition periods to the 
sparse vertical graphene sheets in longer deposition processes. As expected from the Raman 
analysis, the same result is observed for the influence of the methane flow, as represented in 
Figure 32. 
 
 
Figure 31. Morphology of graphene films after different growth durations for the fixed total treatment 
time, featured by SEM images. (A) 2 minutes. (B) 5 minutes. (C) 8 minutes. Scale bar is 500 nm. 
Despite the similarity with the previous results, this experiment shed lights on the new 
variable called carbon source. For this new variable, the duration of the treatment and the 
methane flow were combined. The increase of these variables allowed the growth of 
graphene, from nanostructures to vertical sheets. It was demonstrated that the higher is the 
carbon source, the higher is the chance to achieve the chemical-free transfer. 
500 nm 500 nm 
B) C) 
500 nm 
A) 
A) B) 
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Figure 32. Morphology of graphene films after different methane flow for fixed treatment time, 
featured by SEM images. (A) 0.75 sccm. (B) 1.5 sccm. (C) 3 sccm. Scale bar 500 nm. 
 
4.3 Hypothesis III – Deposition parameters: Plasma feedstock gases 
 
The effect of the flow of argon and hydrogen gases was investigated independently to 
validate the third hypothesis. The concentrations of each gas were varied to understand the 
influence of the gas components in the growth and transfer processes. 
 
4.3.1 Influence of argon concentration on graphene growth and transfer 
 
The argon concentration in the plasma during the growth of the graphene films was varied as 
presented in Table 6; its influence on the growth and transfer of the graphene films was 
investigated. 
 
Table 6. Growth parameters for varied argon flow. 
Pre-treatment 
(min) 
Deposition 
(min) 
H2 conc. 
(sccm) 
Ar conc. 
(sccm) 
CH4 conc. 
(sccm) 
Transfer 
(Y/N) 
5 5 90 0 1.5 No 
5 5 90 2 1.5 No 
5 5 90 4 1.5 Yes 
5 5 90 6 1.5 Yes 
5 5 90 8 1.5 Yes 
 
The Raman spectra (Figure 33) evidence the difference between the samples grown with low 
to high argon flow. Although using a low flow rate of this gas, its importance is demonstrated 
by the existence of a threshold, flow greater than 4 sccm, for the growth of graphene, 
500 nm 500 nm 500 nm 
A) B) C) 
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represented by the lack of 2D peak (2700 cm-1) and wide D and G peaks below this 
concentration that represents an amorphous carbon film growth. 
 
 
Figure 33. Raman spectra of graphene samples produced with varied argon flow. N = 3 samples. 
The resolution between D and G peaks is also increased with the increased argon 
concentration. However, the ratio of these two peaks does not vary accordingly. The number 
of graphene layers is also constant above argon flow of 4 sccm in this low range of argon 
flow, as evidenced by the ratio between 2D and G bands. 
 
 
Figure 34. Morphology of graphene films after varied argon flow, featured by SEM images. (A) 0 
sccm. (B) 4 sccm. (C) 8 sccm. Scale bar is 500 nm. 
Figure 34 shows the different morphologies generated for varied argon flow, from no argon 
to 8 sccm. The image in the middle represents the threshold of 4 sccm and the beginning of 
the growth of graphene flakes from the existing nucleation points. With the increased argon 
flow, the morphology of the graphene flakes remains similar in density and size compared to 
the sample grown with 4 sccm of argon. 
A) B) C) 
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In summary, argon gas is an important variable component for the growth of graphene films 
in the PECVD process. Even at low concentrations, argon influences the film formation 
during the deposition by assisting the methane dissociation. Furthermore, the higher argon 
flow allows the samples to transfer through the chemical-free method. 
 
4.3.2 Influence of Hydrogen concentration on graphene growth and transfer 
 
Hydrogen was used as the plasma carrier gas, with the higher concentration and higher ion 
temperature that could keep the plasma running. Its presence is also believed to influence the 
film properties. Therefore, a range of hydrogen gas flow during the growth of graphene films 
was studied. (Table 7) 
 
Table 7. Growth parameters for varied hydrogen flow. 
Pre-treatment 
(min) 
Deposition 
(min) 
H2 conc. 
(sccm) 
Ar conc. 
(sccm) 
CH4 conc. 
(sccm) 
Transfer 
(Y/N) 
5 5 0 10 1.5 No 
5 5 10 10 1.5 Yes 
5 5 25 10 1.5 Yes 
5 5 50 10 1.5 Yes 
5 5 75 10 1.5 Yes 
 
Similar Raman spectra were observed for different hydrogen concentrations during the 
deposition process, represented in Figure 35. The specific graphene peaks (G and 2D) are 
present, as well as the defect band (D). 
Graphene samples were able to grow even for a low flow of hydrogen gas during the growth 
process. Although the difference between the Raman spectra was not evident, the analysis of 
the peak ratios revealed a correlation between the amount of gas used and the defects (ID/IG) 
and thickness (I2D/IG) of the films. (Figure 36) The increased amounts of H2 during the 
deposition process lead to graphene films with more defects/edges. The thickness showed the 
opposite result, as it decreases with the argon flow. 
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Figure 35. Raman spectra of graphene samples produced with the varied hydrogen flow. N = 3 
samples. 
 
 
Figure 36. Peak ratio from Raman spectra of graphene samples for the varied hydrogen flow. Error 
bars obtained for N = 3 samples. 
The SEM images support the Raman results. (Figure 37) The lower is the hydrogen flow, the 
more graphene sheets are present. This tendency reflects the increased concentration of 
methane with respect to the carrier gas (hydrogen) in the growth chamber. In other words, for 
a flow of 10 sccm of hydrogen (Figure 37 A), the methane to concentration ratio is 1:10 and 
that allows more efficient delivery of carbon building blocks. While a flow of 75 sccm of 
hydrogen (Figure 37 C) yields a methane concentration ratio of 1:700 and, therefore, much 
reduced growth of graphene sheets. Meanwhile, a higher hydrogen flow reduces the graphene 
growth by increased plasma etching. 
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Figure 37. Morphology of graphene films after varied hydrogen flow, featured by SEM images. (A) 25 
sccm. (B) 50 sccm. (C) 75 sccm. Scale bar is 500 nm. 
The hydrogen gas plays a major role in the PECVD deposition process. Its importance relies 
on the control of methane concentration and control of graphene microstructure via plasma 
etching. As the results show, hydrogen gas is necessary to the growth of graphene and its 
presence, even in any concentration, allows the chemical-free transfer to happen. 
Furthermore, using the low flow of hydrogen increases the relative concentration of methane 
and, therefore, more nanostructures were grown. On the other hand, the use of a higher flow 
of this gas increases the etching that affects the graphene sheets. (Figure 37 C) 
 
 
4.4 Prediction study of the most influential transfer parameter 
 
The occurrence of the chemical-free transfer was reported for all samples produced, and this 
information was fed into a simple regularized logistic regression algorithm. The results were 
used to characterize which variables influence the chemical-free transfer to occur and also to 
attempt the prediction of this process. 
In this procedure, the number of variables was reduced to achieve a better understanding of 
the process. Two new variables were created: 
1) Total plasma time: accounts the total process time, from the pre-treatment of the 
copper foil to the growth of the graphene film; Total plasma time is the addition of 
plasma pre-treatment time and deposition time. [minutes] 
2) Carbon source product: the deposition time and methane flow were shown to 
influence the total amount of carbon available for the deposition. Therefore, these two 
500 nm 500 nm 500 nm 
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variables were merged into carbon source input; Defined as the product of growth 
time and methane flow. [minutes.sccm] 
Figure 38 represents the full dataset, where solid data points represent a set of variables that 
allow the chemical-free transfer to occur and hollow data points are used when the process 
failed to happen. 
 
Figure 38. Representation of the full data set for the chemical-free transfer occurrence. 
 
4.4.1 Algorithm 
 
Initially, the dataset was randomly divided into two parts: training and testing set, composing 
70% and 30% of the total sampling, respectively. Owing to its mathematical properties, a 
sigmoid function (Figure 39) was used to predict whether the transfer would (1) or not (0) 
happen. [106] A linear function was used as a model to predict the transfer occurrence: 
Predict = Θ1 + Θ2*[H2 flow] + Θ3*[Ar flow] + Θ4*[Carbon Source] + Θ5*[Plasma Time] 
 (1) 
The learning process consists of determining the best values of Θi that predicts the test 
dataset. 
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Figure 39. Representation of the Sigmoid function. 
To determine how far our prediction was from the real value (Y), the algorithm used a 
regularized cost function J: 
H = Sigmoid (Predict); 
(2) 
J = - 
1
𝑚
.[Y log(H) - (1-Y) log(1-H)] + 
λ
2𝑚
Θ2; (3) 
This way, the variable H determines a value between 0 and 1 according to the input variables 
and current values of Θi. It is then compared with the real value Y, and the values of J are 
minimized by adjusting values of the Θi. 
In this scenario, our interest relies on the values of the vector Θ. Each component of this 
vector determines directly how important this variable is to the occurrence of the chemical-
free transfer. For example, if the value of Θ3 is higher, this means a higher importance of the 
concentration of argon for the transfer process. 
Table 8 contains the components of Θ for the optimized algorithm. The estimates in this table 
represent the influence of each variable on the transfer process according to the linear model 
that achieved 83% of accuracy over the test set. Initially, the negative value of the base 
variable tells that the water transfer does not occur naturally or, in other words, the negative 
value of this variable forces the predicts towards the negative range (no transfer regime). The 
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total plasma time, which involves pre-treatment and deposition, leads the process; followed 
by the argon flow, hydrogen flow and then carbon source. 
 
Table 8. Components of the algorithm and respective variables and values for the optimized 
parameters. 
Component Correspondent Importance 
Θ1 Base -3.9226 
Θ2 H2 flow 0.0561 
Θ3 Ar flow 0.1731 
Θ4 Carbon source 0.0410 
Θ5 Plasma time 0.2058 
 
These values allow the exploration of the boundaries of the transferability using the 
chemical-free transfer as we rebuild the linear model. Figure 40 represents the boundaries of 
the linear model for different argon flows. In there, any combination of variables that falls 
above the lines would be able to transfer and below the lines, the graphene samples would not 
decouple from the foil when in contact with water. 
 
 
Figure 40. Representation of the boundaries for the linear model at different flows of argon. 
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The linear model does not fully explain all the experimental possibilities. However, it does 
help the understanding of the importance of the variables involved in the growth process for 
the occurrence of the chemical-free transfer process. For example, the boundary plot shows 
that the increase of argon flow facilitates the transfer process, as the experimental results 
proved it. Moreover, it assigns the importance of the duration of the process as well as the 
increased carbon involved, which is also in accordance with the experimental results. At the 
same time, the increase of these variables improves the transfer process. Finally, this model 
apparently underestimates the importance of the hydrogen flow, as seen experimentally as 
mandatory to enable the chemical-free transfer. 
 
 
4.5 Conclusion of Chapter 4 
 
This chapter presented the study on the importance of the PECVD process parameters in the 
growth and chemical-free transfer of graphene-based nanostructures. This study shed light on 
the growth process of the different graphene morphologies that will be used in the next 
chapters for biological applications. 
Initially, the duration of the plasma pre-treatment was investigated and showed to affect the 
grain formation of the copper foil, used as a catalyst for graphene growth. For longer 
treatments, larger copper crystals were formed, and the surface energy of the copper foil was 
increased. These modifications had a positive influence on the nanostructure formation and 
increased the occurrence of the chemical-free transfer. 
The duration of the growth process and the flow of methane were also investigated. It was 
showed that these two variables yield similar results on the growth of graphene films as both 
increase the carbon content delivered to the substrate. Longer duration and higher methane 
flow produced more graphene sheets and facilitated the chemical-free transfer process. 
The influence of the gases on the growth and transfer of the graphene-based nanostructures 
was established. The presence of argon during the process was proved to be necessary for the 
growth of graphene films. A threshold was found at 4 sccm. At this point no graphene has 
grown and, therefore, no transfer occurs for processes with argon flow lower than 4 sccm. On 
the other hand, the use of hydrogen was always found to allow the growth and transfer of 
graphene. However, the hydrogen flows affect the dilution of methane and, therefore, control 
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the density of the vertical graphene sheets. At the same time, this gas etches the just grown 
nanostructures, which increases the defect levels. 
The importance of each of the described variables for the chemical-free transfer occurrence 
was analysed using a logistic regression algorithm. Although a simple linear prediction was 
used, this model was able to reproduce the trends observed throughout the experimental 
work. While underestimating the role of hydrogen gas, this model correctly justifies the 
enabling function of the plasma process. 
The importance of this chapter in the understanding of the growth of graphene-based 
nanostructures that will find applications on the following chapters. The versatility of the 
PECVD process will be explored to deliver diverse nanostructured morphologies aiming for 
the effective control of biological systems. The study of the occurrence of the chemical-free 
transfer method is also relevant as this approach provides a simple assembly of the sensing 
platform with further re-use of the copper foil as well as less contamination with hazardous 
acids that may influence graphene’s biocompatibility. 
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Chapter 5 
 
Graphene-induced Cellular Responses 
 
This chapter is devoted to the pursuit of new nanostructured graphene that has the 
ability to induce specific cell responses. The biocompatibility of different graphene 
morphologies is tested to understand the interaction of cells with the 
nanostructures. Direct and indirect cytotoxicity assays show no significant toxicity 
of the surfaces. After that, bone-like cells are chosen to investigate their growth, 
proliferation and differentiation in direct contact with the graphene-based surfaces 
to explore the use of their topographical cues to control the cell behaviour. It is 
demonstrated that specific cell-nanostructure contact occurs, and the 
differentiation into bone cells is stimulated by the graphene surface. 
 
 
5.1 Cell environment and cellular responses 
 
The way cells interact with their environment is critical in determining the response. 
Chemical and physical stimuli presented to cells by their surroundings can influence different 
biological outcomes such as adhesion, apoptosis, differentiation and/or the release of 
chemical signals for other cells. [107,108] Many complex interactions are involved in these 
biological processes, and there is great interest in understanding and translating to the 
numerous applications that this technology may provide. Understanding how cells interact 
with their environment can be predictive of an outcome with drugs or the integration of the 
material when implanted into a patient. The study of these interactions may provide better 
design and precision for prosthetics/devices and enable the study and reversal of diseases. 
To study these interactions under controlled conditions, intentionally designed biomaterial 
surfaces have been used as they are consistent, reliable and a well-explored model for 
probing factors involved in controlling the behaviour of cells. For example, the use of flat 
plastic dishes has proved that cells can be controlled under culture condition using induced 
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chemical stimuli, so called soluble factors, which are recognised by the cells through 
receptors on the cell membrane, and can activate specific pathways to enable cell control. 
Studies also show that, in addition to chemical factors, physical interaction between 
biomaterial and cells can influence the behaviour of the cell in culture since it directs the 
forces exerted by cells on the surrounding extracellular matrix, triggering activation and/or 
suppression of genes. [109-115] These physical interactions may occur by means of 
topographical cues or material stiffness which modifies the cell shape by spatially resolved 
forces over the cytoskeleton. [108,110,116-119] Importantly, these studies investigated the 
effects of materials featuring structures from micro to nanometres on stem cells, which are 
the key player in regenerative medicine. 
The use of engineered nanostructures to control the regulation of cells has uncovered some 
new features and opportunities, as cells use their cell processes (filopodia) to sense and adapt 
to the micro and nanofeatures presented to them on the material surface. [77,115,116,120-
124] Although this has been recognised since 1952, the improvement of fabrication 
techniques over the last decades has allowed the study of these interactions at markedly 
smaller scales in more recent years. [125] 
Newer techniques are being used to fabricate materials with specifically defined topographies 
to control the focal interactions of the cells with different scales and shapes, as well as 
providing spots for the linkage of cell-binding sites to ligands present in the proteins absorbed 
on the substrate surface. [126] Importantly, plasma-based techniques are particularly 
attractive owing to its versatility in fabricating and modifying of micro- and nano-designed 
surfaces for cell control. [107] However, the fabrication or modification of nanomaterials to 
induce specific cell responses requires an understanding of the cell-material interaction, and 
this is an area that still represents a significant scientific and technological challenge. 
 
5.1.1 Effects of graphene on biological responses 
 
Although the most obvious application of graphene is expected in electronics, its conductivity 
along with carbon-only composition and easy functionalization also makes it useful for 
biomaterial applications. [26,27,35] Many reports have explored the potential toxicity of 
graphene and its derivatives, especially graphene nanoplatelets in solutions. Varied results 
were obtained, depending on the nanostructure, functionalization and concentration of the 
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solution used. [27,34,35,127,128] Materials coated with graphene films had no cytotoxic 
response, and graphene-based materials allowed the attachment and proliferation of diverse 
types of cells. [127,129-134] It is well recognised that surface properties of graphene (e.g., 
hydrophobicity, functional groups) play important roles in graphene applications. [26,34,128, 
129,135] In addition, these properties can be modified using plasma treatment or chemical 
functionalization with specific ligands to control cell behaviour. 
Graphene-based films were used to explore the response of neural cells. In one study, 
graphene-coated glass, in combination with proteins and growth factors, enhanced the 
maturation (differentiation) of human neural stem cells into neurons rather than other types of 
cells, such as glia cells. [37] A similar result was found for reduced graphene oxide films that 
were also able to support neural stem cell proliferation and enhanced differentiation into 
neurons. [136] Furthermore, the combination of graphene and other nanomaterials was 
investigated. Films consisting of nanoparticles covered by graphene were capable of 
promoting neural differentiation and cell alignment in response to topographical features. 
[137] Owing to its conductivity, these graphene substrates could be used to stimulate the 
electrical behaviour of the cells and to facilitate neural regeneration. [27,137]  
The effects of graphene substrates on cellular response were also investigated with 
osteoblasts (bone cells) and mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) for bone regeneration 
applications. [35] Early studies proved that graphene films were non-cytotoxic to these cell 
types, and were able to support and enhanced cell adhesion and proliferation. [132] The 
presence of graphene did not influence the overall proliferation of MSC in this study, but 
graphene accelerates their specific differentiation into bone cells more effectively than 
specific differentiation factors alone. [133] The origin of this differentiation on graphene was 
also explored and compared to graphene oxide. It was shown that graphene acted as a pre-
concentration platform to osteogenic inducers that accelerates the differentiation towards 
osteogenic lineage while suppressing the differentiation of the adipocytes lineages. [129,131] 
Another factor that may be affecting the cell fate is the presence of topographical cues on the 
graphene surface, such as wrinkles and ripples. [35,129,131,133] However, to the best of my 
knowledge, no study has systematically devoted attention to the control of cellular response 
using topographical cues created with graphene-based materials. In this chapter, graphene-
based surfaces were uniquely produced in the custom-made PECVD system – featuring 
engineered micro- and nanoscale topography – to investigate their biological applications. 
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Two- and three-dimensional nanostructures were prepared and evaluated for their biological 
compatibility and responses to understand the role of morphological cues of graphene-based 
nanomaterials in the control of cell fate for bioengineering applications. The chemical-free 
transfer was used to maintain the properties of the substrate (e.g. stiffness). This choice may 
also improve the biological response to the materials (biocompatibility) as no hazardous 
chemicals were involved in the fabrication process.[62,138] Therefore, the risk of chemical 
contamination in this transfer process is low. 
 
 
5.2 Preliminary biocompatibility evaluation 
 
Carbon, the core component of graphene, is a fundamental element in biology and, as such, it 
would not be expected to be an issue on the biological response (biocompatibility). It is also 
important to note that a water-based transfer was used so that the graphene-based surfaces 
were free of toxic components. Nevertheless, the biological response to the graphene surfaces 
was evaluated to check for the presence of any chemical residues that might impact on cell 
behaviour. 
Cell-based assays were used to screen a range of the different graphene morphologies 
produced in the PECVD system. As a starting point, a large range of graphene-based 
nanostructures was tested for biocompatibility using human lung fibroblast cells to identify 
which of the nanostructured surfaces should be tested more thoroughly using cell-based 
assays. Different graphene surface morphologies were created by varying the concentration 
of the gases during the sample fabrication, as described in Chapter 2. Two main 
morphologies were investigated: 
1) Horizontal graphene films also referred as graphene micro-islands; 
2) Vertically aligned graphene nanowalls. 
During the growth process of graphene nanostructures, the size of the micro-islands and the 
density of the nanowalls were controlled by varying the argon gas concentration. 
After graphene films were transferred to glass substrates and prior to the biological testing, 
the morphology, and composition of the films were characterized by SEM and Raman 
spectroscopy, respectively. Cells were then cultured on the graphene-coated glass coverslips 
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and monitored with optical microscopy every second day. The viability of cells on each 
surface was quantified after five days of cell culture. 
 
5.2.1 Material Characterization: SEM 
 
All samples were imaged using the SEM to evaluate the effect of the argon concentration on 
the surface morphology and seen in Figure 41: horizontal graphene film before transfer; Figure 
43: horizontal graphene films after transfer; and Figure 44 vertical graphene films after transfer. 
The micrographs of the graphene samples before transfer show vertically aligned graphene 
nanowalls as a result of their nucleation and growth. For these samples, a reduction of the 
number of nanostructures is observed as the argon concentration increase (Figure 41). Figure 
42 supports these results, which shows the substrate area increasing with the argon 
concentration. 
 
 
Figure 41. Morphology of horizontal graphene micro-islands as produced varied argon flow, featured 
by SEM images. (A) 10 sccm. (B) 20 sccm. (C) 30 sccm. (D) 40 sccm. Scale bar is 1 µm. 
Several reasons could lead to the reduction of the number of graphene nanostructures with 
increased argon concentration. It would appear that a higher dissociation of methane caused 
by an increased concentration of argon is the primary contributor, as it delivers more building 
A) 
1 µm 1 µm 
1 µm 1 µm 
B) 
C) D) 
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blocks to the surface of the catalyst and leads to the formation of the vertical walls. 
Furthermore, at higher concentrations of argon, the vertical sheets appear to be higher and 
thicker than samples produced with less argon, most likely as a result of carbon binding into 
existing nanostructures rather than creating new nucleation points. 
 
 
Figure 42. Measured substrate area on horizontal graphene films as produced for different argon 
concentrations. 
A considerable change in surface morphology of graphene films was observed in the SEM 
images after transferring the samples prepared in the low-methane environment to glass 
coverslips (Figure 43). 
As shown by the SEM micrographics in Figure 43, the vertically oriented structures collapse 
on the glass surface thus creating a film of horizontal graphene micro-islands. A higher 
density of nanostructures was observed when lower concentrations of argon were used. This 
lead to a larger amount of edges on the graphene micro-island films after transfer (Figure 43 
A), which appears brighter in the image due to edge charging effects. The surface 
morphology of the graphene films was different when higher concentrations of carbon source 
(methane > 10 sccm) were introduced during the deposition. Under these conditions, 
nanowalls of graphene grew perpendicular to the copper substrate. However, the 
nanostructures were able to hold their orientation after the transfer process. (Figure 44) 
Argon concentration (sccm) 
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Figure 43. Morphology of horizontal graphene micro-islands after transfer with varied argon flow, 
featured by SEM images. (A) 10 sccm. (B) 20 sccm. (C) 30 sccm. (D) 40 sccm. Scale bar is 1 µm. 
 
 
Figure 44.  Morphology of vertically aligned graphene nanowalls with varied argon flow, featured by 
SEM images. (A) 2 sccm. (B) 4 sccm. (C) 8 sccm. (D) 10 sccm. Scale bar is 1 µm. 
A) 
1 µm 
B) 
C) D) 
1 µm 
1 µm 1 µm 
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Figure 44 shows the effect of varying the argon concentrations on the density of the vertically 
aligned graphene nanowalls. For lower concentrations of argon, fewer and smaller 
nanostructures are observed while the higher concentration leads to denser and thicker 
graphene nanostructures. 
 
5.2.2 Material Characterization: Raman 
 
The surface composition of each film was analysed via Raman spectroscopy to evaluate the 
effect of the argon concentration on the formation of the graphene films. Figure 45 and 
Figure 46 present the results for the horizontal graphene samples and vertical graphene 
samples on glass, respectively. The Raman signal for the horizontal micro-island films 
(Figure 45) shows that graphene films were grown and transferred to glass substrates, as 
evidenced by the graphene fingerprint peaks D (disorder band: 1350 cm-1), G (graphitic band: 
1580 cm-1) and 2D (second-order band: 2690 cm-1). The graphitic peak (G) was found to be 
narrow for all samples, and the defect peak (D) high, which relates to the number of graphene 
edges present on the surface. Furthermore, the amount of argon introduced during the 
deposition did influence the morphology of the films although all samples had a very similar 
composition. 
Further analysis of the Raman spectra confirms the findings on the morphology via SEM: as 
the argon concentration was increased, the ratio between peaks was slightly reduced resulting 
in fewer edges and thicker films. For the transferred samples, a considerable number of 
defects was found with the ratio ID/IG close to 3/2, which is higher compared to CVD grown 
graphene films, as expected due to the edges of the islands. Similar results were found in the 
Raman spectra of the vertically aligned graphene nanowall samples, where the peaks that 
identify the graphene content are present. (Figure 46) As before, the argon concentration 
altered the morphology without interfering with the film growth and composition. Moreover, 
for the small range of argon concentration used in the production of the vertical graphene 
nanowalls films, no significant trends were found for the thickness (ratio between I2D and IG) 
or defects (ratio between ID and IG). 
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Figure 45. Raman spectra of horizontal graphene micro-islands after transfer for each argon 
concentration (in sccm). 
 
Figure 46. Raman spectrum of vertical graphene nanowalls after transfer for each argon 
concentration (in sccm). 
 
5.2.3 Biological assay: Preliminary cytotoxicity 
 
The cytotoxicity of the graphene films prepared on glass coverslips was measured in a 
preliminary experiment by seeding human lung fibroblast cells in medium containing serum 
onto duplicates of each graphene morphology. Two controls surfaces were also included, that 
of an uncoated glass coverslip and a tissue culture plasticware (TCPS). All samples were 
D G 2D 
D G 2D 
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maintained under culture conditions in a humidified incubator at 37ºC supplied with 5% CO2 
in air. Cell viability was measured after five days of culture using a routine MTT assay. 
Results are presented Figure 47 with N = 2 replicates per test sample and data normalized to 
the TCPS control. Cell viability levels above 70% were deemed to be non-cytotoxic. 
 
 
Figure 47. Cytotoxicity of glass coated graphene samples after five days of culture. N = 2, normalized 
to TCPS. 
The outcomes showed that each of the surfaces were able to support levels of cell viability at 
or above the 70% threshold. (Figure 47) For the horizontal graphene micro-islands samples, 
the different morphologies created by varying the argon concentration did not influence cells 
viability. This result was different to the vertically aligned graphene nanowalls, which 
showed generally higher levels of cell viability compared to the horizontal graphene surfaces. 
There was also a trend of increasing cell viability with the increased argon concentration 
observed on the vertical graphene samples between 1 and 3 sccm, which reached a plateau at 
a concentration above this point. 
In addition to quantifying cell viability, the morphology of cells was examined from images 
collected on the graphene surfaces on the first and third days of culture to better understand 
the interaction of the cells with these surfaces. Figure 48 shows the two controls used for this 
experiment: TCPS and glass, on day 1 and 3. This figure indicates that after the day 1 (Figure 
48 A and C), cells on the glass surface were spreading but more round-shaped than those on 
TCPS, which were spreading in an elongated way. On day 3 (Figure 48 B and D), cells on the 
glass surfaces had spread more than the cells on the TCPS surfaces. Although the difference 
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in cell spreading observed between these surfaces appears to be small, it is informative about 
the cell response to the surfaces. Differences in the cell spreading on these surfaces are likely 
to have been related to the different modulus and different protein adsorption profiles of the 
surfaces noting that TCPS is a commercially prepared material specifically designed to 
promote cell adhesion and spreading. 
 
 
 
Figure 48. Cell morphology observation of control samples. (A) TCPS at day 1. (B) TCPS at day 3. 
(C) Glass at day 1. (D) Glass at day 3. Scale bar is 200 µm. 
Cells on the graphene films, both horizontal and vertical on day 1 (left panel of Figure 49 
Figure 50), were similar in number and rounded shape to those on the glass substrate (with 
the same Young modulus) as seen in Figure 48 (C). When comparing these graphene samples 
on day 3, the cell number and shape were similar on each of the surfaces. (right panel of 
Figure 49 and Figure 50) 
 
A) B) 
C) D) 
TCPS day 1 TCPS day 3 
Glass day 1 Glass day 3 
200 µm 200 µm 
200 µm 200 µm 
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Figure 49. Cell morphology observation of horizontal graphene samples produced with varied argon 
flow. (A) 10 sccm at day 1. (B) 10 sccm at day 3. (C) 20 sccm at day 1. (D) 20 sccm at day 3. (E) 30 
sccm at day 1. (F) 10 sccm at day 3. Scale bar is 200 µm. 
A) 
10 sccm day 1 
B) 
10 sccm day 3 
C) 
20 sccm day 1 
D) 
20 sccm day 3 
E) 
30 sccm day 1 
F) 
30 sccm day 3 200 µm 200 µm 
200 µm 200 µm 
200 µm 200 µm 
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Figure 50. Cell morphology observation of vertical graphene samples produced with varied argon 
flow. (A) 4 sccm at day 1. (B) 4 sccm at day 3. (C) 8 sccm at day 1. (D) 8 sccm at day 3. (E) 15 sccm 
at day 1. (F) 15 sccm at day 3. Scale bar is 200 µm. 
The morphology of the horizontal graphene films influenced the spatial arrangement of the 
adherent cells. As evident in Figure 49, a higher density of edges leads to the increased 
spreading of the cells and, as the argon content was increased during the film production, 
fewer edges were present on the surface, and this resulted in cells forming distinct colonies 
by day 3. (Figure 49 F) These results differed from the vertical graphene nanowalls films, 
A) 
4 sccm day 1 
B) 
4 sccm day 3 
C) 
8 sccm day 1 
D) 
8 sccm day 3 
E) 
15 sccm day 1 
F) 
15 sccm day 3 200 µm 200 µm 
200 µm 200 µm 
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which allowed greater cell spreading and, as the density of vertical nanostructures increased 
with the increased argon concentration, the spreading of the adherent cells increased, but no 
distinctive colonies had formed by day 3. (Figure 50) 
Although no sample presented any toxicity concern for this cell type, a selection was made to 
reduce the number of test samples for further biological investigation. The 3 test samples 
selected were: 
1) A sample with horizontal graphene micro-islands with a high concentration of edges; 
2) A sample with vertical graphene nanowalls, with a low density (LD) of 
nanostructures; and 
3) A sample with vertical graphene nanowalls, with a high density (HD) of 
nanostructures. 
This selection was made to investigate more thoroughly the impact of these nanostructures on 
the biological response more thoroughly, probing the potential application of these materials 
for tissue engineering such as bone tissues. Our selection also aligns with the overall goal of 
this section of experimental work which is to use graphene-based nanomaterials with 
topographical cues to induce the directed maturation (differentiation) of cells. 
 
 
5.3 Secondary biological testing 
 
In this section, the impact of graphene topographies on the proliferation and 
differentiation/maturation of bone cells were studied. As an in vitro model, we chose Saos-2, 
an osteoblast-like human cell line that can differentiate and maturate under cell culture 
conditions. [98,139] A series of cell-based experiments was conducted on the three selected 
graphene surface. The first aim was to confirm that the surfaces were not releasing any toxic 
compound that might impact on the bone cells using an indirect cytotoxicity assay. Second, to 
evaluate any impact of graphene surfaces on the adhesion and proliferation of bone-like cells 
over a 7-day period using a cell proliferation assay. The third objective was to determine the 
effect of the graphene morphologies on the differentiation of bone cells over a 28-day period. 
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5.3.1 Material Characterization: SEM 
 
For these cell-based assays, three surfaces selected from the previous preliminary 
experiments were prepared and characterized using SEM and Raman spectroscopy. The SEM 
(Figure 51) confirmed the different nanostructures on the different surfaces, notably the edges 
of the graphene micro-islands and the density change of graphene nanowalls. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 51. Morphology of diverse graphene samples produced by PECVD, featured by SEM images. 
(A, B) Horizontal micro-islands produced with low carbon (1,5 sccm) and low argon (10 sccm). (C, 
D) LD nanowalls produced with high carbon (30 sccm) and equal amount of hydrogen (E, F) HD 
nanowalls produced with high carbon (30 sccm) and low hydrogen (20 sccm). Scales bars are 1 µm 
(left) and 200 nm (right). 
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As shown in the previous section, the topological features of these films can be designed for 
specific applications according to the PECVD parameters. In this section, the nanostructures 
selected (Figure 51) were intended as platforms that interact directly with cells and, therefore, 
the features were designed according to the predominant microscale of the cellular 
dimensions. [140,141] The horizontal graphene film presents homogeneous 0.5 µm-long 
micro-islands (Figure 51 A and B), but it represents a graphene surface with nanometric 
topographical information for the cells. The LD and HD graphene present thin nanowalls 
randomly but homogeneously spaced at approximately 2 and 0.7 µm, respectively. (Figure 51 
C to F) 
 
5.3.2 Biological assay: Indirect cytotoxicity 
 
To perform this assay, the graphene-based films were transferred to the bottom of 6-well 
TCPS plates using the water-transfer method to reduce the likelihood of any leachable agents 
in this biological assay. Each sample was made in duplicate, and each was covered in the 
same amount of serum-free medium. The plates were sealed and rocked gently over the 
weekend and, after this period, the medium from each sample (hereafter referred to as 
extract) was collected and stored until used in the indirect cytotoxicity assay. 
For the indirect cytotoxicity assay, Saos-2 cells were seeded into individual wells of a 96-
well plate and incubated until cells achieved almost full confluency. The extracts from each 
graphene surface were then prepared in a double dilution series from 100% (neat) to 0.7% 
from the initial concentration, as described in Section 3.2.3, and fed to the Saos-2 cells. The 
plates were then incubated under standard culture conditions for 24 h, when an MTT assay 
was conducted to measure the metabolic activity of cells in each dilution of each extract to 
measure of cell viability under the various conditions. Again, the acceptable level of cell 
viability for this assay was set at 70%. The outcome of the MTT assay on each of the extracts 
prepared from the three graphene surfaces tested is presented in Figure 52. 
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Figure 52. Indirect cytotoxicity of the 3 selected graphene morphologies. N = 3, normalized to TCPS 
(solid black) and compared to cell killing control (10% DMSO, red) and living cell control (10% 
PBS, blue). 
Figure 52 shows that extracts of each of the three selected graphene surfaces presented 
viability of Saos-2 cells over the 70% level of acceptability when tested at each dilution point 
in the series. Levels of cell viability for the extract prepared from the HD vertical graphene 
surface were above those seen for the other two surfaces which showed generally similar 
outcomes with both showing decreasing cell viability at the higher extract concentrations. 
During the indirect cytotoxicity assay, the cells were photographed to analyze their 
morphology as presented in Figure 53. For this assay, the cells were not in direct contact with 
the samples, so any changes in cell morphology are likely to be related to the presence of 
toxic chemical residue in the extract from the three selected graphene surfaces and not to any 
physical effect from the samples such as modulus or topography. 
For example, the addition of the DMSO (cell killing control) decreased the viability of cells 
to less than 20% of the initial cell number and cells became rounded. (Figure 53 C) Figure 53 
(A and B) represents the other cell controls, which were used to compare the behaviour of the 
cells when fed with the extract of the nanostructures, also found in Figure 53. The extracts 
prepared from the three selected graphene surfaces produced similar outcomes regarding the 
shape of the cells and were similar to the living cell control (10% PBS) at all extract 
dilutions. Taken together, these results confirm that there was no significant cytotoxicity in 
the extracts from the three selected graphene surfaces when exposed to Saos-2 cells over a 
24h period.  
Horizontal 
LD Vertical 
HD Vertical 
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Figure 53. Cell morphology observation of SAO2 cell when fed with the media extract from controls 
and 3 selected graphene morphologies. (A) TCPS control. (B) Living cells control (10% PBS). (C) 
Killing cell control (10% DMSO). (D) Horizontal, 50%. (E) Horizontal, 12%. (F) Horizontal, 3%. (G) 
LD vertical, 50%. (H) LD vertical, 12%. (I) LD vertical, 3%. (J) HD vertical, 50%. (K) HD vertical, 
12%. (L) HD vertical, 3%. Scale bar is 200 µm. 
 
A) B) C) 
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5.4 Adhesion and proliferation of Saos-2 cells 
 
The adhesion and proliferation of the cells were evaluated to test the impact of direct contact 
between cells and the graphene surface topographies. For this experiment, the LD and HD 
vertical nanowalls were selected due to satisfactory outcomes in the indirect cytotoxicity 
assay and because they contain the defining nano topographical cues on their surface 
morphology that was of particular interest to our study on the control of cell behaviour.  
In this assay conducted over 7 days, cells were seeded directly onto the tested surfaces. The 
LD and HD graphene vertical nanowalls were prepared on planar Thermanox coverslips for 
this assay to allow better handling and permit sample preparation for MTS assay and SEM 
imaging. Two control surfaces were also included, uncoated Thermanox coverslips and TCPS 
wells with no coverslips. The number of live cells was quantified at four times points (4h, 
24h, 72h, 168h) over the 7-day period using an MTS assay and data normalised against the 
TCPS values on day 7. Cell morphology was also evaluated using optical microscopy and by 
SEM. 
 
 
Figure 54. Proliferation of Saos-2 cells grown on graphene surfaces from 4 hours to 7 days evaluated 
using MTS assay at 4 time points. N = 3, normalized to TCPS signal on the last day. 
Figure 54 shows the results of this assay. The steady increase in the cell numbers on both LD 
and HD vertical graphene surfaces with time demonstrating that each of these surfaces 
supported cell proliferation although both did so at a slower rate than on the planar uncoated 
Thermanox surface. Day 7 data showed that the graphene surface with a higher density of 
LD vertical 
HD vertical 
Thermanox 
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vertically aligned nanowalls (HD) had slightly more cells than the LD vertical graphene 
surface, and it is possible that this trend may have continued if the assay period had been 
extended. Overall, the proliferation rate of cells on both nanostructured graphene surfaces 
was smaller than that observed on the uncoated Thermanox surface despite approximately the 
same number of cells adhering to each of the three surfaces at the first time point of 4h. This 
outcome reflects a direct cellular response to the physical characteristic of the two graphene 
surfaces compared to the planar nature of the Thermanox control surface. This result was not 
unexpected and has been reported in the literature for graphene surfaces seeded with different 
cell types. [129,131,133] 
Cell morphology was assessed from the light microscopy images (Figure 55). Examination of 
cells adherent to the surfaces showed that by 24h, the LD graphene sample (Figure 55 D) had 
fewer attached cells than either the HD graphene surface or the control Thermanox surface. 
The middle column also shows that different amounts of cells were present on the surfaces on 
day 3. This result supports the MTS assay as more cells are found on the untreated 
Thermanox (Figure 55 B), followed by the HD vertical graphene surface (Figure 55 H) with 
reduced number of cells is observed for the LD vertical graphene sample. (Figure 55 E) 
Regarding cell shape, cells attached to both graphene surfaces were more rounded than cells 
on the untreated Thermanox control at the initial adhesion time point of 4h. After one day 
(Figure 55 A, D, and G), the HD graphene surfaces promoted spreading behaviour that was 
similar to the Thermanox, while cells on the LD graphene surface were starting to spread. At 
the final time point of 72h (Figure 55 C, F and I), cells on control Thermanox surfaces had 
spread more extensively than the cells on either LD or HD graphene surfaces. 
Outcomes of this proliferation assay with cells in direct contact with the graphene surfaces 
showed that both the LD and the HD vertical graphene surfaces were capable of supporting 
the proliferation of Saos-2 cells although at a slower rate than the control surfaces.  Cell 
morphology showed that both graphene surfaces supported cell adhesion and cell spreading 
which increased with time although it was less than that observed on the control surface. 
Overall, data from this biological assay showed that the graphene surfaces supported levels of 
cell attachment, proliferation and spreading behaviour with a slightly better outcome evident 
on the HD vertical graphene surface compared with the LD surface. 
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Figure 55. Morphology observation of Saos-2 cells onto Thermanox surfaces. (A) Thermanox 4 hours. 
(B) Thermanox 24 hours. (C) Thermanox 72 hours. (D) Low-density at 4 h. (E) Low-density at 24 h. 
(F) Low-density at 72 h. (G) High-density at 4 h. (H) High-density at 24 h. (I) High-density at 72 h. 
Scale bar is 200 µm. 
 
5.4.1 Detailed cellular interactions on graphene surfaces – SEM 
 
Samples of each of the 3 test surfaces were prepared for SEM analysis at days 1 and 3 to 
better understand the interaction of the cells with the physical aspects of the different surface 
topographies. 
Cells grown on the flat surface of the Thermanox control surface were attached and starting 
to spread by day 1. (Figure 56) 
A) B) C) 
Thermanox 4 h Thermanox 24 h Themanox 72 h 
D) E) F) 
G) H) I) 
LD vertical 4h LD vertical 24 h LD vertical 72 h 
HD vertical 4 h HD vertical 24 h HD vertical 72 h 
200 µm 
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By day 3, cells on the control Thermanox surface were fully spread, with polygonal shapes 
and cell processes that extended across the planar surface. (Figure 57) Measurements showed 
a typical cell length of these polygonal-shaped cells of approximately 40 µm.  
 
Figure 56. Morphology of a cell on a flat Thermanox surface at day 1, imaged by SEM. Scale bar is 
10 µm. 
 
 
Figure 57. (A) Morphology of a cell onto the flat Thermanox surface at day 3, featured by SEM. (B) 
Detail on cell boundaries. Scale bars are 10 and 2 µm, respectively. 
The outcome on the Thermanox control surface contrasted to the cells grown on the LD 
vertical graphene surfaces where, on day 1, the adherent cells were spreading but were all 
typically rounded in shapes with most of the cellular material concentrated around the nuclei. 
(Figure 58) At day 1, the diameter of a typical rounded cell on this LD surface was 
approximately 20 to 30 µm. At day 3, the cells were growing across the LD nanowall features 
presented on this graphene surface with cell processes extending out and anchoring on the 
features, apparently exerting some tension to assist in the spreading process. (Figure 59) 
These cells had numerous yet shorter and finer extensions than those seen with cells adherent 
to the planar Thermanox control surfaces. Furthermore, the presence of the graphene 
nanowalls is not evident under the cells, as shown at the left side of Figure 59. It is assumed 
Thermanox Day 1 
10 µm 
A) B) 
10 µm 2 µm 
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that either the interaction between the cell extensions and the thin graphene features 
combined with the weight of the cells may have caused the surface features to collapse. 
 
 
Figure 58. Morphology of a cell onto the LD vertical nanowalls surface at day 1, imaged by SEM. 
Scale bar is 10 µm. 
 
Figure 59. Morphology of a cell onto the LD vertical nanowalls surface at day 3, featured by SEM. 
Scale bar is 2 µm. Inset scale bar is 500 nm. 
Cells grown on the HD graphene surfaces on day 1 were also spreading and typically rounded 
in shape with cell processes extending across the surface of  HD vertical walled features 
presented to them. (Figure 60) It is worth noting that during the proliferation studies, the 
density of the nanowalls of the HD graphene surfaces had decreased slightly, but was still 
higher than the LD surfaces. The distance between the HD nanostructures was measured to 
be 1.2 µm, and this may occurred due to sample manipulation (e.g. during handling for 
culture media exchange). 
LD vertical Day 1 
10 µm 
LD vertical Day 3 
2 µm 
500 nm 
Cell Graphene 
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Figure 60. (A) Morphology of a cell onto the HD vertical nanowalls surface at day 1, featured by 
SEM. Scale bar is 10 µm. (B) Detail of cell boundaries. Scale bar is 5 µm. 
 
Figure 61. Morphology of cells onto the HD vertical nanowalls surface at day 3, imaged by SEM. 
Note the elongation of cells. Scale bar is 10 µm. 
At day 3, the cell morphology on the HD surface showed cells spreading and pronounced 
elongation. (Figure 61) The interaction between the cells and the HD graphene surface was 
different if compared to the LD graphene films and Thermanox control. Figure 62 shows the 
cells accommodated themselves on top of the nanowalls without evidence of cell processes 
pulling on the nanowalls, yet they were able to expand across the surface of the denser 
arrangement of nanowalls presented by the HD graphene surface. The HD nanowalls were 
thicker and remained upright and able to support the weight of the cells. This result is shown 
in the cell area of Figure 62, where the nanowalls are visible under the cell, in an outcome 
similar to the morphology of fibroblasts grown on polymer microgrooves where the different 
groove sizes determined the ability of the cells to descend into the grooves or bridge across 
between the grooves. [77,123,124,140] 
A) B) 
10 µm 5 µm 
HD vertical Day 3 
10 µm 
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Figure 62. Morphology of a cell onto the HD vertical nanowalls surface at day 3, featured by SEM. 
Scale bar is 2 µm. Inset scale bar is 1 µm. 
 
 
5.5 Differentiation of Saos-2 cells 
 
The next biological assay was designed to investigate the potential of the HD and LD vertical 
graphene surfaces to induce the differentiation of Saos-2 bone cells from an immature, non-
differentiated state to a mature state where they produced the calcium and mineral known to 
be associated with the formation of bone tissue. Like the proliferation tests, the differentiation 
assay involved direct contact with the Saos-2 cells with the graphene surfaces, but the 
differentiation assay ran for 28 days at which time the production of calcium mineral and 
alkaline phosphatase by the cells were evaluated as a measure of differentiation status. 
Samples of the HD and LD vertical graphene surfaces were prepared and transferred to the 
bottom of 6-well TCPS plates with empty TCPS wells with no samples used as control. Two 
complete sets of these experimental samples were established with cells/ one set had growth 
supplements added to the culture medium and the second set acted as a control and did not 
have these supplements added to the medium. 
 
5.5.1 Calcium Assay 
 
As these cells progressed in the differentiation process, they produced increasing amounts of 
mineral calcium, an important mineral in bone composition, and which can be measured. [35] 
For this assay, an ELISA kit was used to generate the standard curve from a calcium solution 
of known concentration, and this was compared to the emission signal of the test surfaces, as 
2 µm 
1 µm 
HD vertical Day 3 
Cell 
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described in the Section 3.2.6. This signal determines the amount of calcium released by the 
cells after 28 days of culture when grown on the graphene surfaces and the TCPS control 
surface. 
  
Figure 63. Calcium released from SAO2 cells onto TCPS (control), LD and HD vertical graphene 
nanowalls when fed with non-supplemented (light) and supplemented (dark) media. * p < 0.01 
Figure 63 presents the results of the calcium assay. Data showed that the cells on the 
graphene film released significantly more calcium than the cells on the TCPS control surface. 
This result may be explained by the existence of topographical clues on the surface and also 
by the capability of graphene to adsorb important proteins that induce cell differentiation. 
[129,131] The concentration of calcium released by the cells tended to be higher for all the 
samples where cells had been fed with medium containing the differentiation supplements. 
(Darker bars in Figure 63) However, the statistical analysis showed that the difference of 
calcium released by the cells between non-supplemented and supplemented samples was not 
significant. This result may be explained by the spontaneous differentiation of Saos-2 cells 
that is known to occur even when cells are not stimulated by differentiation factors. 
In summary, the presence of graphene nanowalls can be associated with the increase of 
calcium release from Saos-2 cells due to the topographical cues presented by the nanowalls 
regardless the density. Note that the selected surfaces were designed with different densities 
of nanowalls but were not specifically optimized for this application, and only further studies 
would determine the effects of the nanostructures on the control of the cellular response. 
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The production of alkaline phosphatase (ALP) is another indication of the cellular 
differentiation process and was used to measure the response of bone cells to the presence of 
different topographical features on the underlying graphene surfaces. Cells closer to mature 
bone cells produced more ALP, which is stained red in this assay. The same culture 
procedure was followed for the staining: Saos-2 cells were grown for 28 days on TCPS 
(control) surface and the two selected vertically aligned graphene surfaces (LD and HD), 
followed by staining and imaging. 
Figure 64 shows microscopy images and photos of cells stained on the control surfaces 
(TCPS) with supplemented and non-supplemented media. Outcomes showed the production 
of ALP by the majority of cells with little difference seen between the two media treatments, 
although some cells had been removed from the non-supplemented cultures which likely 
happened during the washing process. 
 
Figure 64. Details of ALP staining of Saos-2 cells grown onto TCPS surface, featured by inverted 
microscopy. (A) Non-supplemented media (B) Supplemented media. 
A) B) 
TCPS non-supplemented TCPS supplemented 
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Figure 65. Alkaline phosphatase staining of Saos-2 cells grown onto TCPS, featured by photography. 
(A) Non-supplemented media (B) Supplemented media. 
Cells grown on both LD and HD graphene surfaces also produced ALP, but the pattern of cell 
adhesion and ALP production was different to that on the control TCPS surfaces.  
On the LD graphene surface, cells grown in the supplemented medium treatment promoted 
cell differentiation with the formation of small ALP agglomerates evident despite the loss of 
some cell during the washing process. (Figure 66 and Figure 67). 
 
Figure 66. Detail of ALP staining of Saos-2 cells grown onto LD graphene nanowalls surface, 
featured by inverted microscopy. (A) Non-supplemented media (B) Supplemented media. 
A) B) 
A) B) 
TCPS non-supplemented TCPS supplemented 
LD vertical non-supplemented LD vertical supplemented 
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Figure 67. Alkaline phosphatase staining of Saos-2 cells grown onto LD graphene nanowalls surface, 
featured by photography. (A) Non-supplemented media (B) Supplemented media. 
On the HD vertical graphene surface, the cells grew normally in both treatments. Where the 
cells were fed with non-supplemented media, the ALP staining pattern occurred in patches 
that were similar to the LD graphene surface with supplemented media. (Figure 68) The 
effect of the supplemented medium in combination with the dense features of the HD 
graphene surface slightly improved the number of differentiated cells. (Figure 69) 
 
 
Figure 68. Detail of ALP staining of Saos-2 cells grown onto HD graphene nanowalls surface, 
featured by inverted microscopy. (A) Non-supplemented media (B) Supplemented media. 
A) B) 
A) B) 
LD vertical non-supplemented LD vertical supplemented 
HD vertical non-supplemented HD vertical supplemented 
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Figure 69. Alkaline phosphatase staining of Saos-2 cells grown onto HD graphene nanowalls surface, 
featured by photography. (A) Non-supplemented media (B) Supplemented media. 
Taken together, results from the mineral calcium production and the alkaline phosphatase 
staining confirmed that the underlying surface had an impact on the cellular response 
regarding the differentiation of the Saos-2 cells towards mature bone cells. The outcome of 
these assays showed that the presence of a graphene treatment enabled the cells to 
differentiate over the 28-day period of the assay at a higher level that those on the untreated 
TCPS surface. Additionally, the HD graphene slightly promoted the differentiation of cells 
when provided with supplemented medium compared with the LD graphene surface.  
 
 
5.6 Conclusions of Chapter 5 
 
This chapter followed the production and characterization of graphene samples that were 
tested for biological applications directed at the growth/differentiation of bone cells. The 
versatility of the plasma process to produce different graphene morphologies enabled the 
water transfer of diverse graphene-based films which are very well suited to biomedical 
applications. However, it should be noted that the selected surfaces were designed with 
different densities of nanowalls, but these were not specifically optimized for this application 
since details of the dimensions for this purpose were not published elsewhere and so, 
therefore, unknown. 
A) B) 
HD vertical non-supplemented HD vertical supplemented 
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Initially, the biocompatibility of a range of graphene-based surfaces was tested using direct 
cytotoxicity assay to select the candidate surface(s) the most suited for cell proliferation. No 
graphene-coated surface showed any level of cytotoxicity towards the cells used in this work. 
In addition, it was determined that the vertically aligned graphene nanowalls perform better 
than the horizontal graphene micro-islands. 
For the following experiments, three main nanostructures were selected and tested with bone-
like cells (Saos-2). Samples were characterized via SEM, and their cytotoxicity was evaluated 
indirectly to ensure that no harmful chemical component was released to the cells during 
experiments. Outcomes confirmed the water-free transfer to be both efficient and safer than 
conventional methods. Furthermore, it justified the decision of using only vertical graphene 
for the next experiments. 
The initial adhesion and proliferation of Saos-2 cells on the vertical graphene surfaces was 
analysed, with a comparison made between a low and high density of the vertical 
nanostructures. This assay showed that these treated surfaces were able to support the steady 
growth and proliferation of the target bone cells with higher levels seen on the graphene-
based surface with a higher density of nanostructures. More detailed investigation of the cell 
adhesion process using the SEM revealed a different process of cell adhesion on these two 
graphene surfaces.  
Finally, the ability of the topographical cues presented by the two graphene-based surfaces to 
induce osteodifferentiation was measured using assays for calcium and alkaline phosphatase 
production after 28 days of cell growth. The results showed that the media supplements did 
not significantly affect the cell response, but the presence of vertically aligned graphene 
nanowalls was able to promote differentiation of Saos-2 cells regardless the density of the 
nanostructures.  
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Chapter 6 
 
Graphene-based Biological Sensors 
 
This chapter explores the application of diverse graphene-based nanostructures for 
biosensing. Sample design, production, and characterization are related to 
electrochemical sensing measurements where nucleic acids are sensitively and 
selectively captured and quantified among complex biological species. Two main 
nanostructures were employed. Starting with horizontal nanostructures called 
graphene micro-islands as electrode, the device achieved one-base of miRNA 
mismatch sensing with a limit of detection as low as 1 fM. The sensitivity of this 
device was improved by substituting the horizontal structures for vertically-aligned 
graphene nanowalls, lowering the limit of detection to 1 pM and proving the 
concept of nanostructure design for better devices. 
 
 
6.1 Biosensing 
 
To understand the concept of biosensors, one has to look first at biological markers 
(biomarkers), broadly defined as quantifiable biological products that indicate the existence 
of a biological condition. [142] Biomarkers can be any measurable component synthesized by 
someone’s body or tissue that correlates to a physiological state (e.g., disease). For example 
proteins, antibodies, enzymes, DNA and smaller nucleic acids (ssDNA, mRNA, miRNA) 
have been used to determine the existence of diseases under research conditions, and some of 
these examples are part of the clinical diagnosis for over decades (e.g., glucose). [142-149] 
The advances on finding and validating biomarkers brought valuable changes in medicine: 
the possibility of early disease diagnoses and personalized medicine. To make full use of this 
findings and progress on diseases diagnostics, highly specific sensors – biosensors – are 
desired to characterize the existence of these species in complex biological samples. 
[142,146] Biosensors are then defined as devices that can consistently measure biomarkers. 
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As the human body produces hundreds of thousands of products and potential biomarkers – 
some in subtle amount – biosensors have the task of selectively detect minute samples of the 
desired biomarker. [146,147,150,151] Biosensors applications vary from complex systems 
and experienced laboratory personnel (e.g. blotting assays and quantitative polymerase chain 
reaction) to the pharmacy’s disposable kits, like pregnancy tests. [152-157] Lately, the main 
goals of all novel biosensing devices are to reduce manufacturing costs and bring the 
diagnostics to the clinic, often called Point of Care, while holding its sensing abilities. 
[146,158] Therefore, there is the need of simpler, user-friendly and faster sensing techniques, 
which reliably substitute the expensive laboratory’s equipment and can be miniaturized to be 
bench-top. 
One approach to achieving these goals is to use electronic signals, or the translation of 
chemical signals into the measurable signals by using electrochemical devices. [159-162] 
This technique offers competitive sensitivity against other electrical-based techniques and can 
also be portable, resolve minute samples, feature low power readout and be easily integrated 
with microfluidic devices. Its sensitivity and selectivity rely on the functionalization of their 
electrodes and for this reason, nanomaterials are being progressively employed. 
[27,95,163,164] As the size of the sensing platform is reduced, probes and anchoring sites are 
reduced and specificity/sensitivity rises above the conventional methods. In particular, 
graphene has overcome the electrical limitations of other carbon allotropes while offering 
large surface areas. [20] 
 
6.1.1 Biosensing with PECVD-made graphene 
 
Graphene’s electrical properties attract strong attention for sensing applications, and literature 
shows that graphene has a wider potential window and better electrochemical response than 
other carbon allotropes, such as CNTs and graphite. [40-43] These studies use either CVD or 
chemical routes to produce graphene and investigate its ability to measure small organic 
molecules and some nucleic acids. For example, it was demonstrated that carbon nanoflakes 
were able to measure simultaneously dopamine, ascorbic and uric acid. [92]  
For this work, we choose graphene as the probe electrode for electrochemical sensing; not 
only for its electrical properties but also because of its chemical stability and inherent ability 
to be functionalized with biomarker-specific probes for biosensing applications. Furthermore, 
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our material of choice can be designed at nano- and micro-scale to even further optimize 
biomarker sensing by using morphology cues to generate additional binding sites. 
Regarding this material production, on one hand there are CVD-based techniques that 
produce high-quality graphene films nonetheless demands long fabrication time and high 
temperatures (~900°C). [62] On the other hand, wet chemical synthesis of graphene 
nanoplatelets requires multi-staged complex processing, often in harsh chemical 
environments. [51] It also requires additional chemical binders to avoid agglomeration that 
makes their use limited by a poor electrical conductivity and undermines its performance for 
bioelectronics applications. [60] 
Here, the plasma ability to effectively dissociate hydrocarbon molecules to deliver carbon 
atoms to the catalyst surface is utilized to grow graphene. In this way, one can quickly and 
efficiently produce graphene films with no need of external heating and with less precursor 
consumption as explained in Chapter 2. Furthermore, this production method also enables the 
easy and fast chemical-free transfer of the produced graphene film onto the electrode support 
material. This process removes the use of harsh etching chemicals – usually necessary to 
transfer/assemble graphene into electrodes in the conventional methods. Moreover, the 
chemical etching process is avoided, the metal foil substrate remains intact and enable re-use, 
thereby lowering the production costs. 
Early studies using graphene-like materials also showed that the high density of the edge-
plane defects would enhance the electrochemical signal. [44] However, few reports explore 
these featured structures of graphene and its potential as biosensors. [92] Once more, the 
PECVD versatility provides a unique solution for the design of graphene nanofeatures used in 
this work. They have inherently larger surface areas coupled with the graphene’s well known 
electrical conductivity. This combination enables a higher density of probe loading and 
therefore, a larger dynamic sensing range and a higher device sensitivity. 
 
 
6.2 Experimental setup: 
 
To prove the capability of graphene-based nanostructures as biosensors, graphene samples 
were produced using the procedure described at the end of Section 3.1.7. In brief, the copper 
foil (catalyst) was loaded into the vacuum chamber and plasma-treated for three minutes in a 
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mix of argon and hydrogen plasma; followed by eight minutes of graphene growth using 
methane as the carbon source. The films were separated from the copper foil using de-ionized 
water. The floating films were collected with aluminium foil – a cheap conductive substrate – 
and, after drying, were ready to be functionalized and used as main electrodes for the 
electrochemical measurements. 
The biomarker chosen for this study were short ribonucleic acids (RNA) called micro-RNA 
(miRNA). These molecules are about 22 nucleotides long, non-coding RNA and work by 
binding and silencing messenger RNAs. [165-168] In specific, the miRNA 106b was selected 
for its release being connected with the early development of breast cancer. [169,170] 
The versatility of our PECVD system allowed the production of completely different 
morphologies of graphene to be used as sensing electrode by changing the carbon source: low 
methane concentration produced horizontal microstructures, here called graphene micro-
islands, and higher the methane concentration, vertically aligned graphene nanowalls were 
grown. A sub-section is devoted for each of these morphologies with biosensing results and 
discussion. 
To perform as genosensor, both nanostructures were functionalized similarly; as reported 
previously in Section 3.1.7, consisting of the chemical attachment of specifically designed 
complementary miRNA probes. Briefly, the surface was chemically treated to form active 
ester radicals and, after washing with PBS and water; the miRNA probe was pipetted onto the 
device surface and left overnight at room temperature for binding. On the next day, the 
remaining reactive functional groups were passivated and, PEG was used to block exposed 
graphene areas and reduce non-specific binding. 
To prove that our sensors were sensitive and selective, the miRNA to be measured (either 
target or non-complementary) was diluted in human serum to obtain dynamic concentrations 
of 1 fM – 1 nM and pipetted onto the sensor surface. The surface was submerged in this 
solution and left to incubate at 45 oC for 20 mins to induce hybridization between the 
complementary probe and sequences. A final washing was implemented with PBS and 
distilled water to remove remaining non-specific bonding. This fully assembled device was 
then utilized in a three-electrode electrochemical cell for biosensing measurements. 
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6.3 Graphene micro-island sensor 
 
Owing its name purely because of morphology, the first graphene morphology to be 
discussed here is formed by graphene micro-islands. This plasma-unique assembly of 2D 
graphene consists of horizontally interconnected sheets, firstly produced by Kumar et al. [61] 
Its morphology combines graphene outstanding properties with dense reactive open edges 
and a large surface area, which is highly desirable for biosensing applications. 
The presence of these dense edges provide more sites to anchoring the sensing probes as 
compared to single-layer graphene films and is proven to enhance the electrochemical 
activity of the electrode, making these micro-islands a promising platform for 
electrochemical sensing. [20,171] Importantly, this chemical-free transferred graphene 
nanostructure is readily present and easily integrated into bioelectronics applications. 
 
6.3.1 Morphology – SEM 
 
Figure 70 represents the morphology of the nanostructures used in the biosensing 
experiments. These SEM micrographics exemplify the samples before (Figure 70 A) and 
after the transfer process (Figure 70 B), the latter being the one used for the biosensing 
procedures. As the growth process occurs, vertically aligned carbon structures grow on the 
copper foil surface, forming a uniformly distributed film. 
 
Figure 70. Morphology of graphene (A) as produced on the copper foil and (B) after transfer to 
aluminium foil, featured by SEM images. Scale 1 µm. 
1 um 1 um 
A) B) 
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Once transferred, these microstructures collapse on the aluminium foil substrate forming a 
graphene film interconnected by the overlap of the islands with its neighbours, as seen in the 
bottom right image. With no further treatment, these are already the micro-islands to be 
functionalized with biomarker probe. 
 
6.3.2 Defects and thickness – Raman Scattering 
 
Samples’ surface chemistry was also investigated. Figure 71 shows the Raman Scattering 
spectra for the sample before and after the transfer process. The graphene fingerprint is 
present in both before and after transfer as vibrational peaks: disorder peak (D-band) at 1350 
cm-1, the graphitic peak (G-band) at 1580 cm-1, and the second-order (2D-band) at 2690 cm-1. 
 
 
Figure 71. Raman spectra of horizontal graphene micro-islands, before and after transfer to 
aluminium foil. 
Further analysis on the ratio of these peaks reveals the higher content of defects and layers on 
the just made sample, referring to the strong signal of the vertical edges and height of 
nanostructures, respectively. As we move to the transferred sample, a considerable amount of 
defects is found – ratio ID/IG is close to 1:1. Although smaller than for the first sample, it is 
higher than for CVD grown graphene films, as expected due to the edge of the islands. 
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6.3.3 Chemical composition – XPS 
 
The chemical composition of the transferred graphene sample was obtained by XPS. 
 
 
Figure 72. XPS results of horizontal graphene micro-islands. (A) Survey scan. (B) Narrow scan of C 
1s. 
The survey scan of Figure 72 (A) shows a dominant narrow C 1s and O 1s peak at the 
binding energies of 284.5 eV and 532.5 eV, respectively. The C 1s narrow scan spectrum in 
Figure 72 (B) can be deconvoluted into six components, corresponding to sp2 (284.5 eV), sp3 
(285.4 eV), C-O-C bonds (286.2 eV), C=O bonds (287.4 eV), O-C=O bonds (289.4 eV) and 
π- π* satellite orbitals (291.5 eV). [172] This sample posseses a sp2 and sp3 compositions of 
68% and 12.5%, respectively, which indicates graphitic quality consistent with Raman 
characterizations. Further, an O 1s spectrum centered at 532.7 eV supports the presence of 
oxygen-attached carbon species that may have been introduced by the immediate exposure to 
air or through the water-mediated transfer process. 
In particular, the micro-islands feature a significant fraction of sp2-hybridized carbon, in 
conjunction with a C/O atomic ratio of 0.75. These surface oxygen groups and carboxyl 
functionality make graphene micro-islands readily available for integration as an interface for 
bioengineering or as an electrode material for electrochemical genosensing applications. 
 
6.3.4 Electrochemical measurements: Sensitivity 
 
After transfer and functionalization with the miRNA probe, the EIS of each sample was 
obtained for different concentrations of the target miRNA. The charge transfer resistance 
A) B) 
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(Rct), defined as the radius of the semicircle of the characteristic EIS curve, was measured to 
characterize immobilization of miRNAs onto de functionalized graphene electrode. Each of 
the curves in Figure 73 represents different devices (equally made) when presented to a 
specific concentration of the target ranging from nano to picomolar in complete human 
serum. 
 
 
Figure 73. EIS response for the horizontal graphene micro-islands electrode with respect to the target 
miRNA. 
The expected result of hybridization during an EIS survey involves an increase of the RCT due 
a build-up of negative surface charge at the hybridization process, and the repulsion of 
negatively charged ferricyanide ions. However, these curves show a decrease in RCT as the 
concentration of target miRNAs increased. This decrease in Rct may be attributed to an 
enhanced charge transport towards the graphene surface, possibly generated by the 
detachment of the pair probe-target miRNA upon hybridization. The dependence between 
RCT and target miRNA concentration has a clear separation that relates to an excellent 
resolution and lower limit of detection (LOD) of 1 pM. This result is comparable to complex 
techniques found in the literature. [162,174,175] 
 
6.3.5 Electrochemical measurements: Selectivity 
 
The same measurement procedure was used to a single-base mismatch miRNA competitor 
and is also presented in Figure 74. The ratio between the measured impedance (RCT) and 
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blank samples (R0) reveals a linear behaviour in relation to the target concentration. The 
functionalized graphene micro-island sensor was able to differentiate these two by not 
responding to the non-complementary sequence among the whole range of measurement. 
Important to say, the sensitivity and selectivity fall in the biological range for these species. 
[162] 
 
 
Figure 74. Biosensor selectivity results for the horizontal graphene micro-islands electrode. 
 
6.3.6 Summary on graphene micro-island sensor 
 
In summary, graphene micro-island samples were produced in the PECVD system and 
functionalized to miRNA electrochemical sensing. It was proven that this device can 
selectively (single-base mismatch) measure breast cancer-related miRNA down to a 
picomolar concentration in a complex biological environment.  
This result represents an unlabelled, non-enzymatic and unamplified electrical measurement 
of miRNA with a lower or similar limit of detection than recent literature if compared to 
commercial ELISAs, and other graphene-based genosensors. [162,174-177]  For example, 
graphene oxide (GO) decorated with perylene tetracarboxylic acid diimide (PDI) have been 
used to detect single-stranded (ss)DNA at a LOD of 0.55 pM. [178] Also, graphite fibers 
have been activated to form GO interfaces capable of detecting ssDNA down to 
concentrations of 5.6 x 10-12 M. [162] 
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6.4 Vertically aligned graphene nanowalls sensor 
 
Following the same strategy for sensing from the previous section, this new graphene-based 
morphology aimed to improve the sensitivity of the device. The solution found was to 
increase the number of specific binding points which would make possible to load extra 
probes. This way, more target biomarker binding would be achieved, leading to a lower limit 
of detection. 
With this approach in mind, the deposition process was modified by adding more carbon 
source into the plasma system. This change in the carbon source resulted in the production of 
vertically aligned graphene nanowalls. These new structural features – thin sheets of 
graphene were vertically aligned owing to the electric field lines – and, if compared with the 
micro-islands, offer more accurate binding support for miRNA probes. 
These vertical graphene-based nanostructures represent a plasma-unique assembly of 3D 
graphene that consists of interconnected vertical graphene the sheets. This morphology 
combines graphene properties with thin reactive open edges and a large area between sheets, 
which are promising properties for biosensors. Once more, the chemical-free process was 
used to transfer the graphene nanostructures, allowing easier integration for bioelectronics 
applications. 
Regarding the fabrication, the density of nanowalls and its thickness can be controlled with 
deposition parameters. However, only the optimized recipe will be presented here: the sample 
with the best electrochemical response that also had enough density of thin nanowalls. 
Furthermore, the copper foil fundamentally worked as a catalyst – not being consumed by 
etching during the transfer process as usual – it was re-used to grow new nanostructures and 
devices, potentially making the process cheaper; 
 
6.4.1 Chemical composition – XPS 
 
The chemical composition of the transferred graphene sample was obtained by XPS. On the 
first analysis, it is noticeable that the oxygen content of the transferred film of vertical 
graphene nanowalls is lower than in the micro-island films. (Figure 75 A) To promote easy 
binding of the probes through the chemical route, it was necessary to increase the oxygen 
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content on the surface of the films. For that, the samples were reintroduced in the plasma 
chamber and treated with low-power oxygen plasma for 5 seconds, which produced the 
expected result. (Figure 75 B) 
The survey scan of figures show a dominant narrow C 1s (284.5 eV) and O 1s (532.5 eV) 
peaks for both untreated and treated graphene surfaces, Figure 75 A and B, respectively. The 
increased ratio between O 1s and C 1s proves the efficiency of the low-power oxygen plasma 
treatment in increasing the oxygen content of the films.  
 
 
 
Figure 75. XPS results of vertically oriented graphene nanowalls. (A) As transferred to aluminium 
foil. (B) After 5 seconds of oxygen plasma treatment. 
6.4.2 Morphology – Scanning Electron Microscopy 
 
Differently from the micro-islands, the graphene nanowalls structure present as grown on the 
copper foil was kept after the transfer to aluminium. (Figure 76 A and B) Another difference 
between the two nanostructures was the oxygen content. To assure the optimum chemical 
binding, a few seconds of oxygen plasma was used to generate carboxyl radicals. This plasma 
treatment also changed the density and thickness of the nanostructures (Figure 76 C and D), 
without compromising electrochemical measurements. 
 
A) B) 
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Figure 76. SEM images of the morphology of vertically oriented graphene. (A-B) As transferred to 
aluminium foil and detail. (C-D) After 5 seconds of oxygen plasma treatment and detail. Scale 2 µm 
and 200 nm 
Once more, the versatility of our PECVD system was proven by the mere increase of 
methane during deposition being able to produce stable vertical nanostructures instead of 
collapsing ones. Furthermore, the same system was able to effectively functionalize the 
nanostructures with oxygen plasma treatment. 
 
6.4.3 Defects and thickness – Raman Scattering 
 
A better understanding of the surface chemistry was achieved by Raman spectroscopy, as 
shown in Figure 77 for the optimized sample in aluminium foil before and after Oxygen 
plasma treatment. 
Graphene peaks are present with characteristic D-band (1350 cm-1), G-band (1580 cm-1) and 
2D-band (2690 cm-1) peaks, proving the composition of the nanostructure. Also, the ratio 
between the peaks reveals the higher content of defects and layers, referring to the presence 
of vertical edges and height of nanostructures, respectively. Once more, the plasma treatment 
influenced little on the sample spectra. 
A) B) 
C) D) 
2 um 200 nm 
2 um 200 nm 
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Figure 77. Raman spectra of vertically aligned graphene nanowalls, before and after the oxygen 
plasma treatment. 
 
6.4.4 Electrochemical measurements: Sensitivity 
 
Using the procedures described in section 3.1.7, electrochemical impedance measurements 
were carried out to determine the ability of the vertically aligned graphene nanowalls to 
measure the presence target miRNA, as presented in Figure 78. 
 
 
Figure 78. EIS response for the vertically aligned graphene nanowalls electrode with respect to the 
target miRNA. 
D 
G 
2D 
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The blank sample (graphene functionalized with miRNA probe) presented the highest 
electrochemical impedance when no target miRNA was added (black curve, Figure 78), 
followed by the decrease of the impedance for the other samples as the concentration of the 
miRNA target increase. The same mechanism discussed before is believed to take place, 
where a detachment of the pair probe-target miRNA facilitates the charge transfer between 
the medium and the graphene electrode. 
The well-behaved curves presented in Figure 78 achieved better resolution for a lower 
concentration of target miRNA if compared to the graphene micro-island samples, extending 
the range of the detection down to femtomolar. This achievement was possible owing to the 
design of the nanostructure and is associated with a higher capacity for probe loading. 
Furthermore, the curves are clearly separated, which shows the interaction between target 
miRNA and probe and no unspecific binding occurs between the measured miRNA and 
graphene surface. 
 
6.4.5 Electrochemical measurements: Selectivity 
 
The selectivity of this device was analysed by measuring the response of a non-
complementary miRNA sequence where only one nucleic acid base differs from the selected 
target miRNA. In Figure 79, the electrochemical impedance of the samples (RCT) is plot 
relative to the blank measurement (R0 – graphene functionalized with miRNA probe, but no 
target). 
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Figure 79. Biosensor selectivity results for the vertically oriented graphene nanowalls electrode. 
In Figure 79, the ability to detect single-base mismatched miRNA was proven: the linear 
decrease of impedance for the target miRNA is contrasted with the non-responsive single-
base mismatched one; with a significant difference between the two curves observed for the 
whole range of detection. The small variation on the detection of the non-complementary 
sequence, when increased the concentration, may occur due to non-specific binding on the 
surface due to the number of existing bases. 
 
6.4.6 Re-use of the copper foil catalyst 
 
Due to the unique plasma-enabled water transfer, the copper foil (catalyst) was re-used to 
produce three more identical devices. After applying the same functionalization on all of 
them, the electrochemical impedance was measured in complete human serum. 
The four samples presented in Figure 80 show similar electrochemical impedance (22.3 ± 0.3 
Ohms) representing the ability of the re-use of copper foil to make more devices. The use of 
less copper represents slightly less expensive and more sustainable process. 
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Figure 80. Copper foil reusability results for the vertically aligned graphene nanowalls electrode. 
 
6.4.7 Summary on graphene nanowalls sensors 
 
A similar strategy used for the graphene micro-islands was applied to produce, transfer and 
functionalize graphene nanowall devices for miRNA electrochemical sensing of miRNAs. 
This new electrode material was able to identify the target miRNA in complete human serum 
and, due to its morphology, was able to lower the limit of detection to femtomolar. It 
performed with similar or higher sensitivity and selectivity when compared to the more 
complex miRNA sensors found in the literature. [162,174,175,179] For example, mismatched 
catalytic hairpin assembly technique achieved linear range from 1 pM to 25 nM. [162] Other 
biological strategy, called dumbbell probe-mediated rolling circle, amplification strategy 
allows quantification of miRNA at femtomolar level. [166] Graphene-based devices also 
achieved low limits of detection using different measuring strategy. Field effect transistors of 
single-layer graphene are reported to detect DNA as low as 100 fM. [176,177] Furthermore, 
the chemical-free transfer process allowed the re-use the same copper foil catalyst for at least 
four graphene nanowall devices. 
Here we have demonstrated a single-step, rapid, low-temperature, and highly efficient plasma-
enabled synthesis of three-dimensional graphene and its easy assembly through water-mediated 
transfer into a device for electrochemical biosensing applications. The assembled device was 
utilized as the active electrode material for electrochemical genosensing. 
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6.5 Conclusions of Chapter 6 
 
This chapter covered the production of graphene samples that were assembled as 
electrochemical biosensors for specific miRNA detection. Moreover, it showed the versatility 
of the plasma system on making different graphene morphologies, treating with low power 
oxygen and enabling the water transfer of diverse graphene films. 
The graphene-based electrochemical electrodes were composed initially by functionalized 
graphene micro-islands that achieved LOD of 1 pM on a dynamic range from 1 pM to 1 nM. 
Remarkably, this device proved to be highly specific and highly sensitive for label- and 
enzyme-free detection of miRNA biomarker of breast cancer in complex medium. This 
platform was then improved by growing vertically aligned graphene nanowalls instead, 
making even clearer measurements that enable lower LOD to femtomolar and extended range 
of detection. 
Both nanostructure-functionalized devices were utilized as the active electrode material for 
highly sensitive and selective electrochemical genosensing: a portable low read-out alternative 
to conventional techniques that may lead to an early diagnosis of diseases.  
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Conclusion and future work 
 
A recently developed approach for graphene production, the plasma enhanced CVD, has been 
employed for the growth of samples in this work. When compared to thermal process CVD, 
this technique utilises the ability of the plasma to dissociate the molecules of the precursor 
gases more efficiently as low temperatures and over shorter periods of time. The use of this 
fabrication technique showed better control over the sample properties and versatility of the 
design of the topography of the film. For its pivotal place in this work, the plasma system 
opens the thesis to further explain its capabilities. 
Another advantage brought by the use of this plasma system was the improvement of the 
transfer process. It is well-known that graphene samples produced using thermal CVD 
techniques rely on strong acids during laborious procedures to be transferred from the metal 
foil onto new substrates for their application. The new production method allows the 
graphene films to be transferred to a plethora of substrates using only distilled water. This 
promotes an easier assembly process and avoids the hazardous chemicals – that could lead to 
damage to the properties of the samples and metal/polymer contamination. 
The importance of each variable in the production process such as the pre-treatment of the 
copper foil, the duration of the deposition and the flow of the plasma gases were investigated 
in Chapter 4. The importance of the treatment of the copper surface prior graphene growth 
was demonstrated. The plasma treatment modified the crystallinity of copper, and an 
increased duration of the treatment resulted in graphene samples with fewer defects. 
Furthermore, the plasma treatment of the copper substrate also allowed samples to be 
transferred in water. The partial concentration of carbon precursor gas was also found a 
significant parameter for the growth of graphene and subsequent transfer since, for short 
growth duration, samples presented lower quality and were less likely to transfer. The 
reduction of methane flow resulted in similar findings. The influence of the gases on the 
growth and transfer was also investigated. For instance, the presence of argon was proven 
necessary to both grow and transfer the graphene films. On the other hand, hydrogen played a 
different role in the growth process by regulating the partial pressure of methane. This 
variable regulated the orientation of the graphene nanostructures. However, the hydrogen 
concentration did not influence the transfer process. 
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Such attention was devoted to this process because it helped to understand the growth of the 
graphene into unique nanostructures, using a faster and more reliable plasma approach. Most 
importantly, it represents a recent and unexplored transfer process that, if well studied and 
understood, may help develop commercial applications of graphene. For example, the control 
of the copper surface prior graphene growth needs additional studies to produce better and 
more consistent graphene samples, as well as the growth process, which could be modelled to 
help on the specific design of novel nanostructures.  
The versatility of this plasma-based technique also leads to the production of unique 
nanostructures that used graphene as main building blocks. Namely, the horizontal graphene 
micro-island (characterised by large interconnected graphene sheets) and the vertically 
aligned graphene nanowalls, that were named after the vertical array of thin graphene walls. 
Although the ability to produce nanostructures made of graphene is by itself a desired 
property, these nanostructures were also utilised in high-demand applications in biological 
fields and showed remarkable results. 
The first application for the graphene-based nanostructures involved the use of the diverse 
surface morphologies to control the response of living cells. (e.g., division, proliferation, 
differentiation) This technology is highly promising for many applications in tissue 
engineering and fundamental studies of disease development. This section of the work proved 
the good biocompatibility of the produced graphene surfaces covered with human fibroblast 
cells and the ability to support their growth and proliferation. The ability to control cells 
toward specific pathways was demonstrated using bone-like cells (Saos-2 cell line) for two 
different surface topographies of the graphene nanowalls. In this study, it was possible to link 
the presence of these vertically aligned nanostructures with a higher release of calcium, 
which relates to bone cells differentiation. These results reveal the importance of the 
development of graphene-based nanostructures to bioengineering applications and open the 
path for further studies on the interaction between engineered surfaces based on graphene and 
different cell types. Future work should focus on the determining the dimensions of 
topographical features on graphene-coated surfaces that optimally promote the processes of 
cell adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation. Furthermore, the use electronic conductivity 
of graphene in combination with topographical cues could provide fine control of cell 
response for tissue engineering applications.  
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The second applications of the graphene-based nanostructured surfaces produced by PECVD 
in this thesis can be described as the development of electrochemical sensors for specific 
biological species. The combination of the electrical properties of graphene with the 
graphene-based nanostructures allowed the easy assembly of highly sensitive and highly 
specific electrochemical sensors for the detection of miRNAs related to breast cancer 
development. For this application, the graphene edges present on the nanostructures played a 
major role in determining the sensitivity of the device, as demonstrated for the two distinct 
nanostructures: graphene micro-islands and vertically aligned nanowalls. These sensors could 
be modified for the detection of any system that involves 1:1 binding, e.g. DNA, although not 
yet proven. The devices demonstrated in this work represent a promising platform for early-
stage identification of diseases by using simple bench-top equipment. However, further 
optimization of the nanostructures is needed, and investigations on the binding process and 
the chemistry route used in the functionalization of the surface would improve the sensors 
performance. 
The results presented in this work represent a way of thinking of the new plasma-enabled 
graphene-based technologies by using the well-known qualities of graphene combined with 
engineered nanostructures. 
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